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Abstract
Ionic liquids (ILs) have sparked widespread interest due to their peculiar properties and
the resulting possibility of manifold applications. In this dissertation, molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations have been used to elucidate the dynamics, structure and crystallization of ionic
liquids in the bulk and confinement.
First we studied the properties of the ILs [dmim+][Cl-] and [emim+][NTf2-] when they are
confined inside nanomaterials such as CMK-3, CMK-5 and an isolated amorphous carbon
nanopipe (ACNP). The results indicate that the ions of the ILs form different layers inside these
nanomaterials and their dynamics are slower due to the confinement. We also found significant
differences in the densities and mobilities of ions caused by pore morphologies. Moreover, the
presence of IL adsorbed in the outer surface of an uncharged ACNP in CMK-5 affects the
dynamics and the density of an IL adsorbed inside the ACNP, and vice versa.
Biased MD simulations have been performed to study the homogeneous nucleation of IL
[dmim+][Cl-] from its supercooled liquid in the bulk, as well as the heterogeneous nucleation of
the same IL near a graphitic surface. The string method in collective variables (SMCV) and
Markovian milestoning with Voronoi tessellations, when used in combination with suitable order
parameters proposed for molecular crystals, allow us to sketch a minimum free energy path
(MFEP) connecting the supercooled liquid and crystal phases, and to determine the free energy
and the rates involving in the nucleation processes. The physical significance of the
configurations found along these MFEPs is discussed with the help of calculations based on
classical nucleation theory, as well as simulation snapshots. Analogies and differences between
both nucleation processes are analyzed and discussed.

vi

The simulation work described here is relevant to using ILs as electrolytes in energyrelated devices, such as electrochemical double layer capacitors and dye-sensitized solar cells.
Furthermore, nucleation of ILs is relevant to developing nanomaterials based on ILs.

vii

Chapter 1 Introduction
In this dissertation we have conducted a series of molecular dynamics (MD) simulation
studies with the following objectives: (1) understanding the structure and dynamical properties of
liquid phases of ionic liquids (ILs) confined inside nanoporous carbons, and (2) understanding
the nucleation of crystal phases of ILs from its supercooled liquid phase, both in the bulk
(homogeneous nucleation) and near a graphene surface (heterogeneous nucleation). In addition
to their fundamental scientific interest, these research topics are relevant to several practical
applications. The first topic is relevant to potential uses of ILs as alternative electrolytes in
energy storage devices, such as electrochemical double layer capacitors (EDLCs) and dyesensitized solar cells (DSSCs), where an electrolyte is in contact with a nanoporous electrode.
The second topic is relevant to the rational design of nanomaterials based on organic salts, in
particular those where an organic salt solidifies into the pores of a hard template. In the rest of
this chapter we provide some limited background on ILs and its applications (Section 1.1), uses
of ILs as alternative electrolytes in EDLCs (Section 1.2) and the properties of ILs confined in
different morphologies (Section 1.3). Furthermore, we give some introductions to ILs-based
nanomaterials (Section 1.4), the nucleation theories for both homogeneous and heterogeneous
nucleation (Section 1.5) and the molecular simulation methods involving in studying ILs
(Section 1.6).
1.1 Ionic liquids (ILs) and its applications
ILs are salts with melting points below the boiling point of water1; therefore a significant
number of ILs are in liquid state at room temperature (named RTILs; room temperature ionic
liquids). ILs are made of ions that are poorly coordinated, or at least one ion has a delocalized
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replaced triethylamine by 1-methylimidazole, resulting in the formation of an IL(1methylimidazolium chloride). The ILs can be separated out of the reaction mixture as a discrete
phase and recycled.3
Several disadvantages have been encountered in possible applications of ILs in industrial
settings. According to Walden’s rule4, the conductivity of an electrolyte correlates with its
viscosity. High viscosity of ILs can lead to lower conductivity, poor mass transfer and mixing
processes of ILs, which can limit their industrial applications. It is hard to get pure ILs because
the preparation methods still need improvements. Another disadvantage is that most of the ILs
are moisture/air sensitive. Hygroscopic ILs such as imidazolium-based cations can absorb
significant amount of water vapor from air, which can change their chemical and physical
properties such as reaction rates, selectivity, media polarity, viscosity, conductivity and solvation
properties. Some reactions involving ILs have to be performed under vacuum, which limit their
applications. Another disadvantage is that most ILs have high associated costs. Commercial uses
of ILs at large scale are still limited.
1.2 ILs in electrochemistry
The performance of different electrochemical energy storage and conversion devices is
compared in Figure 1.2. Batteries and fuel cells are typical low power devices (i.e., they can
store significant amounts of energy but can’t deliver it very quickly). EDLCs, or supercapacitors,
have larger energy densities than traditional capacitors, and their larger power density can be
used to complement battery performance. EDLCs exhibit faster charge/discharge times, thus
enabling energy recovery at much higher rates as well5-6. They also have higher cycle life and
wider temperature operation range comparing with batteries7-9. ILs have been proposed as
potential electrolytes for energy storage in EDLCs and DSSCs for conversion of solar energy and
3
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Cdl, Cdl,+ and Cdl,- represent the capacitance of the any electrode, positive electrode and negative
electrode, respectively; ε is the dielectric constant of the electrical double-layer region; A is the
surface-area of the electrode; t is the thickness of the electrical double layer; W is the energy
stored in EDLCs; P is the power; V is the voltage; and R is the equivalent series resistance.
Usually the energy and power densities are obtained by normalizing the energy and power
(divided by the weight or volume of the device or the electrode)
The performance of EDLCs can be improved by increasing the capacitance which is
controlled by the electrode/electrolyte interface (Cdl in Eqn. 1.3) or the cell voltage (V in Eqn. 1.3)
which is mainly limited by the electrolyte interface. From Eqn. 1.2, we can see that in order to
improve the capacitance of EDLCs we should use the electrode material with high surface-area
(typically >1500 m2g-1) and extremely small charge separation layers (Angstroms). The EDLCs
cell voltage is limited by the electrolyte decomposition at high potentials. Replacing aqueous
electrolyte by organic electrolytes can greatly increase the cell voltage from 0.9 V to 2.5-2.7 V.
In the applications, it also requires the electrolyte to have high conductivity, good corrosion
resistance and high temperature stability. The electrodes should have controlled pore structure,
processability and compatibility in composite materials and relatively low cost. In summary, to
maximize the charge stored per unit of weight or volume of carbon, we need to optimize the
adsorption of ions from the electrolyte by designing the electrode-electrolyte interface.
Conventional electrolytes are a mixture of a solvent and a salt (typically an
alkylammonium salt dissolved in acetonitrile). The use of acetonitrile (AN) as solvent can
increase the conductivity and ion transport of the electrolyte but the high volatility, flammability
and toxicity properties raise safety and environment concerns. The mixture also has low flash
point (10 °C) and emits toxic CN- and NOx as combustion products, which limit its applications.
5

ILs can be alternative electrolyte for energy storage in EDLCs and DSSCs. Experiments show
that EDLCs with ILs as electrolyte can operate at higher voltages, boosting their specific energy
and specific power. Another advantage is the use of ILs can open up the possibility of utilizing
EDLCs at higher temperature16, such as military devices, hand-held surgical tools for sterile
surgical environments, subterranean probes and other power systems. The high viscosity of ILs
can lead to slow ion transport and high internal resistance, which has limited their widespread
applications. Several approaches have been undertaken to decrease the viscosity and improve
their ionic conductivity. For example, mixing the ILs with various organic solvents such as
propylene carbonate (PC), diethyl carbonate (EC), dimethyl carbonate (DMC), diethyl carbonate
(DEC) or ethyl methyl carbonate (EMC)17-20.
The storage density can be improved through using nanoporous materials such as slit-like,
cylindrical and activated charcoal, in place of the conventional insulating barrier. The material
used in EDLCs is mainly carbon since it offers a combination of electrical conductivity, high
specific surface area and electrochemical stability over a wide range of potentials in both
aqueous and non-aqueous electrolytes. Graphene, carbon nanotubes, carbon polymers, carbon
aerogel and solid activated carbon are mainly used in the EDLCs. In Figure 1.3, we show a
scheme of an EDLC in its charged state; the positive charged surface adsorbs the anions and the
negative charged surface adsorbs cations. Because the size of the nanopore is much smaller than
the thickness of the diffuse layer there is an overlapping of the two electrical double layers.
Experimental and theoretical investigations show that the storage capacity of EDLCs can
increase of up to 50% through controlling the nanostructure of porous carbons.8,

21-22

The

macroscopic performance of IL-based EDLCs and DSSCs is governed by the properties of the
electrical double layer at the electrolyte-nanoporous electrode interface, which in turn are
6
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Table 1.1
122: Differen
nt Carbon Strructures Useed in EDLCss with Onionn-like Carbon (OLC), Caarbon
Nanotubees, Graphenee, Activated Carbons, an
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Derived Carbbons
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a threee-dimensionaal porous neetwork with micropores (pore
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c
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active material in supercapacitors with many electrolyte systems42-44. Templated carbons are
produced by the carbonization an organic compound in nanospace of a template inorganic
substance and then liberation of the carbon from the template. Therefore, the template technique
allows precise control of the size and structure of carbon. Other carbons can be also used in
supercapacitors such as carbon nanohorns44 and aerogels; however the former are presently used
for research purposes, whereas the later are limited to support pseudocapative materials.
1.4 ILs-based nanomaterials
Traditionally most of research regarding ILs has been focused on those whose melting
temperatures are below room temperature, mainly because of their uses as solvents in reactions,
material synthesis and separation process. In recent work, nanoparticles were synthesized from
different organic salts that are in solid phase (frozen ILs) at room temperature by Dr. Warner’s
group (Chemistry, LSU)

45-49

. The melting temperature of these ILs is above room temperature.

These organic salts were termed ‘Group of Uniform Materials Based on Organic Salts
(GUMBOS)45-49. The simplicity of the synthesis procedure, when combined with the versatility
of the high-tunable properties of the ILs1-2, suggest potential applications of these materials in
fields as diverse as biomedical applications, analytical chemistry, optoelectronics, photovoltaics
and separations. For example, in magnetic hyperthermia cancer treatment, magnetic
nanoparticles are delivered to cancerous tumors, and heated using resonating magnetic fields to
destroy cancer cells. Fluorescent, magnetic and gold-coated nanoparticles can be used to label
tissues and cells in medical imaging. The magnetic and optical properties can be tuned by
introducing shape anisotropy50-58. Furthermore, ionogels, a new class of hybrid materials59-63,
involve a solid-like network formed by immobilizing ILs within nanoporous solids (e.g., CNTs,
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porous silicas,
s
orgaanic gelatorss, polyethyleneoxide, ccellulose, etcc.). Ionogells have poteential
applicatio
ons as solid electrolyte membranes
m
in
i lithium baatteries, fuel cells and DSSCs63.

Figure 1..4 (A) Synth
hesis of 1D rhodamine
r
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6 tetraphennylborate ([R
R6G][TPB])) nanoGUMB
BOS.
AAM is wetted with
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PB]-acetonee solution, soolvent is lateer evaporateed. An alternnative
volves puttin
ng solid GU
UMBOS on top of the AAM discc, and then heat to mellt the
route inv
GUMBO
OS. The tem
mplate is th
hen removed
d using a pphosphoric aacid solutioon. The resuulting
1DnanoG
GUMBOS arre rinsed and
d dried. (B) SEM
S
microggraph of [R66G] [TPB] naanotube arraay. (C)
Fluoresceence spectraa of [R6G][TPB] soluttion in ethaanol (solid lline) and nanowires (ddotted
line).64
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n
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anion exchange and the subsequent fabrication of 1D-nanostructure via a facile templating
method. The 1D-nanoGUMBOS has the diameters between 20 to 500 nm and length of 1 to 20
μm.
1.5 Nucleation theory
In order to rationally design the IL-based nanomaterials describe in Section 1.4, we need
a fundamental understanding of solidification of ILs inside nanopores. Solidification occurs by
two processes, nucleation and growth. In the nucleation process, the molecules start to organize
into a nucleus. The nucleus is not stable and can dissolve until it reaches the critical nucleus size.
The crystal growth is the subsequent growth of nuclei that succeed in achieving the critical
cluster size. Because nucleation is one important step in the solidification process, several
theories of nucleation are shown in this section.
There are mainly two types of nucleation. Nucleation without preferential nucleation sites
is homogeneous nucleation, which occurs spontaneously and randomly under supercooling of the
medium. Compared to the homogenous nucleation, heterogeneous nucleation normally occurs on
surfaces contacting the liquid or vapor. The nucleation sites are provided by suspended particles
or minute bubbles. Homogeneous nucleation occurs with much more difficulty in the interior of
a uniform substance than heterogeneous nucleation. For example, pure water freezes below 30 °C rather than at its freezing temperature of 0 °C65. The crystallization of liquid water can be
facilitated by adding some nucleation “seeds” such as small ice particles or simply shaking.
1.5.1 Homogeneous nucleation
Though homogeneous nucleation is much rarer than heterogeneous nucleation,
homogeneous nucleation is simpler and easier to understand. Classical Nucleation Theory (CNT)
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is the most common theoretical model that can describe experimental data. In CNT, the change
of free energy (Gibbs if this is at constant pressure) can be calculated through the following
equation66-67:
∆

4
3

4

1.5

r: the radius of the particle
VM: molar volume of the solid
: chemical potential of the solid phase corresponding to a flat surface
: chemical potential of the liquid phase
σ: surface tension of the interface between the nucleus and its surroundings
In Figure 1.5, the free energy change is plotted as a function of particle radius. The free
energy change ∆G(r) can be balanced by two ‘competitive’ factors: the volume free energy (the
first term in the above equation) and the interfacial energy due to formation of solid (the second
term in the above equation). The nucleation can be understood in 3 thermodynamic regimes: 1)
nucleation from the free molecules or atoms to form a small nucleus. This is caused by the
difference between the Gibbs free energy of liquid and solid (also called ‘driving force’ for the
phase transformation). As the particles grow, ∆G(r) increases (mainly driven by the rapid
increase in interfacial energy), implying that the particle growth or the continuous nucleation in
this regime is not thermodynamically favorable. In this regime, most of the particles dissolve
back to liquid phase. 2) Once some of the particles reach the critical nucleus size r* and pass the
barrier of ∆G*, further growth of particles will lead to decrease in ∆G(r), a tendency favorable
for the continuous crystallization, although ∆G(r) in this regime before reaching the critical
nucleus size is still not thermodynamically favorable. The contribution of interfacial energy
results in a kinetic barrier for the nucleation. 3) After passing r*, ∆G(r) will become more
12

negative and the gro
owth of nuclleus will be highly favoored and eveentually leadd to formatioon of
bulk phase solid.

Figure 1.5 the total free energy change (greeen curve), the volume free energyy (red curve) and
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G* is the freee energy barrier
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66
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∆

∆
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b
freee energies per
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nucleatio
on, proportio
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with the mellting temperaature).
The barriier of nucleaation is67
∆

∗

16
3 ∆

1.8

The rate of nucleation can be preedicted by67
∆
13

∗

1.9

Where
T is the absolute temperature and KB is the Boltzmann constant
NS is the number of nucleation sites
j is the rate at which molecules attach to the nucleus causing it to grow, which depends on the
diffusion coefficient.
Z is the probability that a nucleus at the top of barrier will go to form the new phase, not dissolve,
which is also called Zeldovich factor.
The nucleation rate depends on the temperature. When the temperature is a little below
the melting point, the nucleation rate is suppressed because ∆G* is too high. Continue decreasing
of the temperature can cause increasing of the nucleation rate because ∆G* decreases. The
nucleation typically happens in this temperature range. But when the temperature is too low, the
nucleation rate decreases due to the drop in the mobility of molecules.
CNT is based on the continuums thermodynamics treatment of clusters by imposing the
capillary approximation, which means that small clusters are considered to have the same
properties as the bulk. Therefore, using CNT requires a large representative ensemble and a welldefined surface. If the critical nucleus contains a few tens of molecules, the validity of the
continuum thermodynamics is doubtful. There are the other theories to study the nucleation
beyond CNT, such as Dillmann-Meier theory68-70, density function theory and kinetic nucleation
theory71-72.
1.5.2 Heterogeneous nucleation
Understanding the heterogeneous nucleation is also very important since it occurs more
often than homogeneous nucleation. Heterogeneous nucleation is typically much faster than
homogenous nucleation. The extent of how a surface can facilitate the nucleation depends on the
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contact angle of the nucleus with respect to the substrate. As the contact angle decreases, the free
energy barrier decreases and hence results in faster nucleation. The critical nucleus size for a
heterogeneous nucleation is usually the same as that for a homogeneous nucleation.
Freezing inside porous materials is naturally related to heterogeneous nucleation. Pore
size, pore morphologies as well as nature of fluid-wall interaction have significant effect to the
freezing in confinement73. There have been experimental reports that investigated the structure
of the confined phases through NMR and x-ray diffraction techniques. Overloop and Gervan74
studied the freezing of water in porous silica by NMR, finding that the first three molecular
layers adjacent to the pore wall have a structure that is different from the crystal phase and from
that of the free liquid. Morishige and co-workers75-76 confirmed the existence of a disordered
layer near the pore wall using x-ray diffraction for the water in siliceous MCM-41. SliwinskaBartkowiak et al77 studied the melting/freezing transition for nitrobenzene confined in CPG of
different pore size. They confirmed the existence of a contact layer with dynamics properties that
were more liquid like than the inner layers.
The change of freezing temperature can be caused by the confinement. According to
previous studies, if the fluid-wall interaction is weak relative to the fluid-fluid interaction, the
confinement can cause a decrease in the melting/freezing temperature. On the contrary, the
strong attraction between the confine fluid molecules and surface can result in an increase in the
freezing temperature. Iiyama et al78-79 indicated an increase in the freezing temperature due to
confinement by X-ray diffraction studies of water in activated carbons. The experimental study
of cyclohexane and octamethylcyclotetrasiloxane (OCTMS)80 between parallel mica surfaces
also provided evidence of an increase in freezing temperature in confined systems. Similarly, an
increase of the freezing temperature has been reported for benzene in activated carbon81.
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However, Booth and Strange82 found the melting of cyclohexane in porous silica was below the
bulk melting point. Recently, Lupi et al83 investigated the nucleation of ice on carbon surfaces
and found that the flat graphitic surfaces can promote the heterogeneous nucleation of ice, while
molecularly rough surfaces with the same hydrophobicity do not.
1.6 Classical molecular simulation methods
There has been intense interest in understanding the basic physical and chemical
properties of ILs from molecular level. In particular, more and more researchers are using
classical molecular simulation methods to complement experiments observations of ILs.
Currently computer simulations can successfully predict the physical properties of ILs such as
density, viscosity, electrochemical window, diffusion ability and capacitance in EDLCs. It
requires a combination of several theoretical approaches in order to accurately predict its
properties.
Monte Carlo (MC) simulations rely on statistical mechanics, but have not been
extensively used to study systems of ILs. In contrast, MD simulation has been the popular choice
when modeling ILs, mainly because of the existence of a number of widely available codes
(Gromacs, NAMD, LAMMPS, etc.) that can be immediately used to study ILs. Another reason is
that MD simulation can used to study the time dependent properties such as diffusion coefficient,
relaxation time and rheological properties and thermodynamical properties of the system.
Besides, MD simulation can model the “real” dynamics of a collection of atoms, molecular,
particles, or other extended objects, which is one of the most commonly used methods for
material simulations. It involves a numerical step by step solution of Newton’s equation of
motion under the influence of a force field. Through integrating numerically Newton’s equations
of motion the time dependent positions and velocities of each atom can be obtained, yielding a
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trajectory. From the trajectory, the average value of properties can be determined. Therefore,
once the position and velocity of each atom are known, the state of the system at any time in the
future or the past can be predicted. Nowadays, most of the molecular simulations are in the
nanosecond scale although time scales on the order of milliseconds have been reported.
Molecular dynamics simulation is computationally expensive, but as high computational
technology improves computation is becoming faster and cheaper.
In the MD simulation, we need to use appropriate force field (FF). Regarding the FFs for
the ILs, there are three groups of options. One option is the non-polarizable FF of Lopes et al8488

., which includes parameters for a large number of cations and anions , and it has been

validated against several experimental properties (volumetric behavior such as liquid density,
crystalline structure) of the ILs. However, this FF has some shortcomings in reproducing some
experimental properties (related to energetic characteristics such as heats of vaporization,
diffusivities, viscosities and ionic conductivities) of the ILs. Another option is to use other nonpolarizable FFs89-95, in particular some that have been developed for several specific ILs, and
thus can give good results for their densities, heat of vaporizations and transport properties. The
main shortcoming of this second option is that most of the parameters of these FFs are ILspecific and might not be transferable to other ILs. A third option is to use the APPLE&P
polarizable FF96-99. Recently97-104 it has been argued that polarizability effects need to be
included in force fields for them to be transferable to different ILs and to give accurate
predictions of densities, heats of vaporization, dynamical properties and crystalline structure. The
APPLE&P polarizable FF is applicable to a wide range of ILs. However, polarizable models are
more complex and computationally more expensive, and therefore face important limitations in
the system sizes and time scales that can be studied. In this study, only the first two types of FFs
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are considered. The interactions between the ILs and the carbon atoms in the carbonaceous
model materials will be modeled via Lennard-Jones interactions.
Simulations with these model materials allow us to elucidate the effect of (1) the
interactions between the pore walls and the ILs, and (2) pore size, shape and surface roughness,
on the molecular-level properties of the ILs.
1.7 Scope of this dissertation
This dissertation seeks to apply classical MD simulations to understand the structure,
dynamics and crystallization of ILs. The organization of this dissertation is as follows: the
second chapter describe the structure and dynamics of ILs 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium
bis(trifuluoromethanesulfonyl)imide

[EMIM+][NTf2-],

1,3-dimethylimidazolium

chloride

[dmim+][Cl-] confined inside the ordered mesoporous carbon CMK-3 and CMK-5. In the third
chapter, we investigated the homogeneous nucleation of crystals of the IL [dmim+][Cl-] from its
supercooled liquid. In the fourth chapter, MD simulations similar to those described in chapter 3
were performed for the same IL but with a larger system size, in order to discuss finite-size
effects. In chapter 5, the heterogeneous nucleation of IL [dmim+][Cl-] near a graphene disk was
investigated and compared with homogeneous nucleation for the same IL [dmim+][Cl-]. Finally,
Chapter 6 summarizes the results obtained from these projects.
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Chapter 2 Molecular Modeling of Ionic Liquids in the Ordered Mesoporous
Carbon CMK-5*
2.1 Introduction
Understanding the properties of ionic liquids (ILs) inside nanopores have attracted a lot
of attention in the last few years, mostly because of the relevance of ILs as electrolytes in
energy-related devices such as electrochemical double layer capacitors (EDLCs)8, 105-113 and dyesensitized solar cells (DSSCs).114-119 Molecular simulations can contribute towards achieving a
fundamental understanding of the properties of ILs inside nanoporous materials and complement
experimental work in this area. A few recent review papers120-123 (as well as references therein)
provide an excellent overview of the progress in this field of research, which has literally
exploded over the last few years. Most of the studies reviewed in these papers focused on
electrified (charged) nanoporous electrodes, which is not surprising considering the relevance of
these systems as electrolytes in energy storage devices. Nevertheless, a fundamental
understanding of the properties of ILs inside uncharged nanoporous materials is particularly
relevant to the development of novel nanomaterials based on ILs. For example, inserting ILs
inside templating nanoporous materials (e.g., carbon nanotubes, templated mesoporous silicas,
anodic alumina membranes) is one step in the synthesis of optically-active (fluorescent) and
magnetic nanomaterials based on ILs.46-47, 49, 64, 124-126 These nanomaterials (dubbed ‘GUMBOS’,
for Group of Uniform Materials Based on Organic Salts) have the highly tunable properties of
ILs and can be prepared via simple procedures, and thus have potential applications in
optoelectronics, photovoltaics, separations, analytical chemistry and biomedicine. Furthermore,

*
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2015. http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/08927022.2015.1089992
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ILs confined inside sol-gels (ionogels) have potential applications as electrolyte membranes and
in optics, catalysis and biocatalysis, drug delivery and sensing and biosensing.63, 127-128
Here we report classical molecular dynamics simulations of two ILs, [emim+][NTf2-] and
[dmim+][Cl-] (Figure 2.1), inside an uncharged model of the ordered mesoporous carbon CMK5.129-130 This material consists of hexagonally-packed nanopipes made of amorphous carbon, and
thus the ILs can adsorb inside and outside the amorphous carbon nanopipes (ACNPs) (see Figure
2.3d). The ACNPs in CMK-5 have uniform diameters and exhibit thin carbon walls with
corrugations and curvature, and thus the nanopores in CMK-5 are interconnected in a regular
way. We compare our results to simulations of the same ILs in another ordered mesoporous
carbon, CMK-3,129, 131 of similar pore sizes. This material is very similar to CMK-5, but is made
of hexagonally-packed amorphous carbon nanorods (ACNRs, see Figure 2.3b). Because of their
uniform structure, the ordered mesoporous carbons CMK-3 and CMK-5 are well suited for
fundamental studies aimed at understanding the effects of variables such as pore size, pore
geometry, surface roughness and pore interconnectivity on the properties of confined ILs. In
addition, the ordered mesoporous carbons CMK-3 and CMK-5 have been used as electrodes in
EDLCs in previous experimental studies.132-138 We also studied the properties of the same ILs
inside an isolated ACNP (i.e., no IL adsorbed on the outer surface of the ACNP, see Figure 2.2d).
We found significant differences in the densities and mobilities of ions in CMK-3, CMK-5 and
in an isolated ACNP. Overall, our results indicate that the presence of IL in the outer surface of
an uncharged carbon nanopipe can affect the dynamics and the density of an IL adsorbed inside
the carbon nanopipe, and vice versa. The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section
2.2 introduces the computational methods used in these simulations. In section 2.3 we present
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and discuss the structure and dynamics of the ILs inside our model materials, and in section 2.4
we summarize and discuss our findings.
2.2 Methods

1,3-dimethylimidazolium
chloride, [dmim+][Cl-]

1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium
bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide, [emim+][NTf2-]

Figure 2.1 Scheme of the ILs considered in this study. Dark blue = N; light blue = C; white = H;
green = Cl; yellow = S; red = O; pink = F.
We performed classical MD simulations of the ILs [dmim+][Cl-] and [emim+][NTf2-]
(Figure 2.1) confined inside a single amorphous carbon nanopipe (ACNP), and inside the model
ordered mesoporous carbons CMK-3 and CMK-5. No electrical charges were present in any of
our model carbon materials. We used the GROMACS 4.5.4 MD package139 for our calculations.
The IL [emim+][NTf2-] was modeled using the force field (FF) of Kodderman et al.,94 which can
adequately reproduce experimental values of relevant physical properties such as density, heat of
vaporization, shear viscosities, self-diffusion coefficients and NMR rotational correlation
times.94 For example, the bulk density of [emim+[[NTf2-] is 1.477 g/cm3 at 333 K, which is less
than a 1% difference from the experimental density (1.4858 g/cm3) at the same temperature.140
The IL [dmim+][Cl-] was modeled using the FF of Lopes et al.84, 87 Although this FF has wellknown shortcomings in reproducing experimental values of properties such as heats of
vaporization, diffusivities, viscosities and ionic conductivities,98, 141-143 we decided to use this FF
nevertheless because we used it in our previous study of [dmim+][Cl-] inside CMK-3 model
materials.41 Moreover, in that previous study we determined that the FF of Lopes et al. was able
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to give reasonable values for most experimental properties of interest for this particular IL. For
example, we calculated the self-diffusivity of [dmim+][Cl-] in the bulk and found values that
were in good agreement with results from previous simulation studies.143-144 Furthermore, the
simulated density of [dmim+][Cl-] is 1.132 g/cm3 at 425 K, which is less than a 1% difference
from the experimental density (1.1254 g/cm3) found by Fannin et al.145
The ACNP used to build the model CMK-5, as well as the amorphous carbon nanorod
(ACNR) used in the model CMK-3 material considered here, was developed by Jain and coworkers.146 The carbon nanorod and nanopipe were created using grand canonical Monte Carlo
(GCMC) simulations to model the adsorption of carbon atoms into a cylindrical silica pore
mimicking a SBA-15 material.147-149 In these simulations, the interactions between the carbon
atoms were modeled using the empirical REBO potential,150 and the carbon-silica interactions
were accounted for using the PN-TrAZ potential.151 If the silica nanopore is completely filled
with carbon, the simulation protocol yields an ACNR with a diameter of 2.8 nm and a length of
10.69 nm, which is then used to prepare the model CMK-3 materials used here and in our
previous study.41 If the silica pore is only partially filled with carbon,146 the procedure yields an
ACNP that exhibits inner and outer surfaces with roughness at atomic scales (Figure 2.2). The
ACNP has an average external diameter of 2.8 nm, a length of 10.69 nm, and a varying inner
diameter, as can be observed in the three cross-sections of this ACNP shown in Figure 2.2. The
internal pore size distribution (PSD) of the ACNP was determined following procedures
described in previous studies.152-155 The PSD shown in Figure 2.2c indicates that the internal
diameter of the ACNPs has an average value of approximately D = 1.5 nm and can reach values
of up to 1.8 nm. The average wall thickness of the ACNP is equal to 0.45 nm. We estimated that
the total accessible volume inside the ACNP is ~19 nm3. This value was determined by dividing
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the axial length of the ACNP (10.69 nm) into 40 slices of length zΔ. After that, we determined
the average pore diameter DΔ for each slice, approximated the volume of each slice as a cylinder
of V   D2 z 4 , and added the volumes of the 40 slices. The ACNP was replicated and
arranged into a periodic hexagonal pattern to form the model CMK-5 materials used here;
similarly, replicas of the ACNR were arranged into a periodic hexagonal array to build our
model CMK-3 materials.
(b)

Pore sizePSD
distribution
(arbitrary units)
units)
(arbitrary
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(c)
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Figure 2.2 (a) Three cross-sections of amorphous carbon nanopipe (ACNP) filled with
[dmim+][Cl-], showing the non-uniform inner diameter. Here cations and anions are colored
purple and green. (b) Side view of an ACNP filled with [dmim+][Cl-]; the rectangles represent
the location of the cross sections shown in (a). The total length of the ACNP here is 10.69 nm. (c)
Internal pore size distribution (PSD) of the ACNP, showing its internal diameter. (d)
Representative simulation snapshot of [emim+][NTf2-] inside an isolated ACNP. Here, cations
and anions are depicted in blue and purple; the total length of the ACNP is 5.5 nm; and the
vertical grey lines represent carbon walls, which do not allow the IL to adsorb on the outer
surface of the ACNP (the IL can only adsorb inside the ACNP).
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Figure 2.3 shows the CMK-3 and CMK-5 model materials with a pore size H = 2.5 nm
filled with the IL [emim+][NTf2-]. CMK-5 model materials with a pore size H = 1.8 nm were
considered for our simulations with the IL [dmim+][Cl-], in order to make direct comparisons
with our previous study41 for the same IL inside a model CMK-3 material of similar
characteristics. The pore size of our CMK-3 and CMK-5 models was defined as the distance
between the centers of two nearest amorphous carbon nanorods/nanopipes, minus their outer
diameter (2.8 nm), and minus the Lennard-Jones size parameter of a carbon atom (0.34 nm). The
typical setup we used here for our simulations is the same used in our recent study of ILs inside a
coconut shell activated carbon model,156 where our model porous carbons were placed in the
center of an orthorhombic simulation box elongated in the z direction, in such a way that the
model carbon materials are directly connected to two reservoirs of IL at both sides in the z
direction (Figure 2.3), and the x and y dimensions of the orthorhombic simulation box matched
the x and y dimensions of the materials. Periodic boundary conditions were applied in all three
directions, and therefore the ILs confined in the model CMK-3 and CMK-5 materials were
periodic in the x and y directions. A representative simulation box for our systems with
[emim+][NTf2-] and CMK-5 had dimensions Lx = 7.98 nm, Ly = 9.21 nm and Lz = 40.0 nm; a
smaller simulation box (Lx = 7.98 nm, Ly = 4.61 nm and Lz = 40.0 nm) yielded satisfactory results
for the same IL within CMK-3 materials. In both cases the pore size of our materials was H = 2.5
nm. In our simulations with [dmim+][Cl-] and CMK-5, our model material had a pore size H =
1.8 nm, and the length of our ACNRs and ACNPs was 10.69 nm; for our simulations with
[emim+][NTf2-], we used ACNRs and ACNPs with shorter lengths (5.5 nm) to reduce
computational costs. For our simulations with a single ACNP, we used a simulation box of
dimensions Lx = 5.0 nm, Ly = 5.0 nm, and Lz = 40.0 nm. The ACNP was placed in the center of
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this simulation box, and was directly connected to two reservoirs of IL at both sides in the z
direction; therefore the ACNP was surrounded by a big vacuum region in the radial direction
(Figure 2.2d), which was large enough to avoid any interactions between the adsorbed ions and
their nearest periodic image in the x and y directions.

(a)

(b)

x
z
(d)

(c)

Figure 2.3 Representative simulation snapshots of [emim+][NTf2-] inside a model CMK-3
material (a, b), and inside a model CMK-5 material (c, d) with a pore size H =2.5 nm. The
cations and anions are depicted in blue and purple; carbon atoms are represented in dark grey.
MD simulations in the canonical ensemble at 333 K were conducted for [emim+][NTf2-]
inside a single ACNP and inside model CMK-3 and CMK-5 materials. Likewise, simulations at
425 K were performed for [dmim+][Cl-] inside a single ACNP and inside a model CMK-5
material; these results were compared with those obtained from our previous study of the same
IL inside a model CMK-3 material.41 The carbon atoms in our model materials were modeled as
Lennard-Jones spheres with σc = 0.340 nm and εc/kB = 28.0 K. Initially all the ions were placed
in a lattice at both sides of the carbon materials in the z direction, with auxiliary walls closing the
entrances to the pores. The carbon atoms in the system were kept fixed in space throughout our
simulations. First, the system was subjected to an energy minimization procedure using a
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standard steepest descent scheme. After that, the IL was melted at 600 K and subsequently
annealed from 600 K to 333 K in three steps for 3 ns. Following this procedure, the auxiliary
walls were removed and the ions can enter the carbon porous materials. Averages were
accumulated over 20 ns, and over at least two independent simulation runs of the same system.
To make sure that our systems were properly equilibrated, in addition to monitoring standard
variables (e.g. energy), we also examined the mean square displacement (MSD) and ensured that
the ILs have reached the diffusive regime (Figures 2.6). We also monitored the time correlation
functions for the rotation of the cations (data not shown for brevity), and ensured that our
simulations were long enough to decorrelate the reorientation of the cations with the only
exception of those cations that were inside the very narrow carbon nanopipes. The rest of the
simulation details and methods are exactly the same as those used in our previous studies.41, 156161

2.3 Results and discussion
In Figures 2.4a and 2.4b we show density maps of [emim+] in the CMK-5 and CMK-3
model materials with H = 2.5 nm, and in Figures 2.4c and 2.4d we show mass density profiles (in
g/cm3) of [emim+] and [NTf2-] in the same model materials (in CMK-5, the IL can be adsorbed
inside and outside the ACNPs). The mass density profiles shown in Figures 2.4c and 2.4d were
determined along the direction indicated by the solid arrow in the density maps shown in Figure
2.4a and 2.4b. The results shown in Figure 2.4 are very similar to those obtained for [dmim+][Cl-]
inside CMK-5 materials with H = 1.8 nm (Figure B1, Appendix) and inside CMK-3 materials of
the same pore size (from our previous study41). Slight differences are observed in the density
profiles of the ions outside of the ACNPs in CMK-5 and outside of the ACNRs in CMK-3
(Figure 2.4d). Peaks in the density profiles are observed in all cases, with the number of peaks
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outside surfaces of the ACNPs in CMK-5 have more mixed colors, indicating that the dynamics
of the ions in these layers are more heterogeneous and faster as compared to those of their
counterparts in CMK-3. Spatial heterogeneity in the dynamics is also noticeable for the ions that
are further away from the carbon surfaces of CMK-3 and CMK-5. These snapshots also indicate
that the ions inside the ACNPs of CMK-5 have the slowest dynamics, mainly because of the
small value of the average internal diameter of the ANCPs (~1.5 nm), which subject the ions to a
very large degree of confinement. Results for [dmim+][Cl-] inside CMK-3 and CMK-5 (Figure
B2, Appendix) show trends that are qualitatively similar to those observed for [emim+][NTf2-];
however, the dynamics of [dmim+][Cl-] inside the ACNPs of CMK-5 seem to be at least
qualitatively similar to those of the same ions outside of the ACNPs. These trends can be
explained by a combination of the following factors: (1) the ions in [dmim+][Cl-] are smaller than
those in [emim+][NTf2-], and thus the former are less confined when inside the ACNPs; (2)
cation-anion interactions and ions-carbon interactions are different in these two ILs.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Lower mobility

Higher mobility

Figure 2.5 Representative simulation snapshots of [emim+] (left) and [NTf2-] (right) inside our
CMK-3 (top) and CMK-5 (bottom) model materials, H = 2.5 nm. The ions are colored according
to their displacement over a time of 10 ns. The carbon atoms in our CMK-3 and CMK-5 model
materials are not shown.
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Figure 2.7 Axial component (z-direction) of the mean square displacement (MSD) of the cations
in [dmim+][Cl-] in the model CMK-3 and CMK-5 materials and inside an isolated amorphous
carbon nanopipe (ACNP). The different curves depicted represent the following: ‘Bulk’ = ions in
a bulk system; ‘CMK5_Surface’ = ions that are outside of the ACNPs in CMK-5, and close to
the external carbon walls of the ACNRs or ACNPs (i.e., located within the first peak of the
density profiles of the ions in Figure 2.5c); ‘CMK5_Middle’ = ions that are outside of the
ACNPs in CMK-5, and away from the external carbon walls of the ACNRs or ACNPs (i.e.,
located outside of the first peak of the density profiles of the ions in Figure 2.5c); ‘CMK-5
(overall, outside)’ = all the ions that are outside of the ACNPs in CMK-5; ‘CMK5_Internal’ =
ions inside the ACNPs of the CMK-5 material; ‘CMK-3 (overall)’ = all the ions that are outside
of the ACNRs in CMK-3; ‘ACNP’ = ions inside an isolated ACNP.
We further investigated the dynamics of [emim+][NTf2-] and [dmim+][Cl-] inside our
CMK-3 and CMK-5 model materials, as well as inside an isolated ACNP (Figure 2.2d), by
monitoring the axial component of the mean squared displacements (MSDs) of the ions as a
function of time; these results are depicted in Figures 2.6 (for [emim+][NTf2-]) and 2.7 (for
[dmim+][Cl-]). In these results we have split the ions into different layers based on their density
profiles (Figure 2.4 for [emim+][NTf2-], and Figure B1 in Appendix for [dmim+][Cl-]), in order to
study the local dynamical behaviors of the ions. In Figures 2.6 and 2.7, the curve
‘CMK5_Internal’ represents the dynamics of the ions inside the ACNPs of the CMK-5 material;
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the lines for ‘CMK3_Surface’ or ‘CMK5_Surface’ depict the axial MSDs of the ions that are
closest to the external walls of the ACNRs in CMK-3 and the ACNPs in CMK-5, i.e., located
within the first peak of the density profiles of the ions in Figures 2.4c and B1c in Appendix; and
the lines labeled ‘CMK3_Middle’ or ‘CMK5_Middle’ represent the dynamics of the rest of the
ions in these systems. The MSDs of the IL ions in a bulk system at the same temperature are also
shown in Figures 2.6 and 2.7. As expected, all ions confined inside our model porous materials
exhibit dynamics that are slower than those observed in a similar bulk system. In agreement with
the results qualitatively shown in Figure 2.5a and 2.5b for [emim+][NTf2-], the ions inside the
ACNPs of CMK-5 exhibit the slowest dynamics (Figure 2.6); and the ions closer to the carbon
surfaces in CMK-3 move slower than the ions that are further away from these surfaces.
Similarly, the ions closer to the outer surface of the ACNPs of CMK-5 move slower than the ions
that are further away from these surfaces.
Interestingly, the results shown in Figure 2.6 indicate that the ions in the surface layer
and middle regions in CMK-5 exhibit dynamics that are slightly faster than those of their
counterparts in the same layers/regions in CMK-3 (the surface-to-surface distances between
ACNPs in CMK-5 and ACNRs in CMK-3 are exactly the same). This observation might be due
to several reasons. Subtle differences in the density of the IL outside the CMK-5 nanopipes and
the CMK-3 nanorods might be a possibility; although the density profiles of the IL outside the
CMK-5 nanopipes and the CMK-3 nanorods (Figure 2.4) are qualitatively similar, the ions
outside of the ACNPs in CMK-5 seem to be closer to the carbon surfaces than the ions in CMK3. A second reason might be correlation effects between the IL that is inside the CMK-5
nanopipes and the IL that is adsorbed on the outer surface of the ACNPs. We raise this issue
because in Figure 2.6 we also report results for the axial MSD of the ions inside an isolated
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ACNP (i.e., no IL adsorbed outside the ACNP, Figure 2.2d). These results indicate that the ions
of [emim+][NTf2-] inside an isolated ACNP move slightly faster than the ions inside the ACNPs
in CMK-5 (which have IL adsorbed at the outer surface of the ACNPs). However, this dynamical
behavior seems to depend on the particular IL; in Figure 2.7 we show results similar to those
presented in Figure 2.6a, but now for the cations of [dmim+][Cl-] inside CMK-3 and CMK-5
materials with a pore size of H = 1.8 nm (the average internal diameter of the ACNPs is ~1.5 nm,
same as in our simulations with [emim+][NTf2-]; results for the [Cl-] anions follow the same
trends as the [dmim+] and are not shown for brevity). The results shown in Figure 2.7 indicate
that [dmim+] outside of the ACNPs in CMK-5 has slightly faster dynamics than the cations
outside of the nanorods in a CMK-3 material of the same pore size, in analogy to what we
observed for [emim+] in Figure 2.6a. These results suggest that the presence of IL inside the
ACNPs can accelerate the dynamics of the IL outside of the ACNPs in CMK-5, with respect to
those observed for the same ILs in CMK-3 materials. The IL adsorbed outside of the ACNPs in
CMK-5 experiences long-range electrostatic interactions with the ions inside the ACNPs, in
addition to the interactions with the thin carbon walls of the ACNPs (average thickness = 0.45
nm); in contrast, the IL adsorbed in CMK-3 materials only interacts with the carbon atoms of the
ACNRs. The results depicted in Figure 2.7 also indicate that [dmim+] inside an isolated ACNP
moves slower than the same cations inside the ACNPs in CMK-5; however, the opposite
behavior was observed for [emim+][NTf2-] (Figure 2.6a), namely the ions inside an isolated
ACNP move slightly faster than the same ions inside the ACNPs in CMK-5 (i.e., with IL
adsorbed in the outer surface of the ACNPs). Furthermore, results from Figure 2.7 indicate that
the MSD of [dmim+] inside the ACNPs in CMK-5 (average internal diameter D = 1.5 nm) is
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slightly larger than the average MSD of all the cations in a CMK-3 material of pore size H = 1.8
nm.

Table 2.1 Diffusion coefficients for [dmim+][Cl-] and [emim+][NTf2-] in the bulk and along the
axial direction in our pore systems. Values inside parentheses represent the uncertainties in our
calculations.
D (× 10-7 cm2/s)
[dmim+]

[Cl-]

[emim+]

[NTf2-]

Bulk

2.45 (0.02)

1.86 (0.05)

12.30 (0.05)

9.01 (0.04)

CMK-3 (overall)

0.73 (0.03)

0.48 (0.06)

4.36 (0.03)

3.42 (0.02)

CMK-3 (surface)

-

-

2.85 (0.02)

1.75 (0.03)

CMK-3 (middle)

-

-

4.89 (0.03)

4.02 (0.02)

CMK-5 (outside, overall)

1.04 (0.13)

0.58 (0.05)

5.92 (0.04)

4.56 (0.04)

CMK-5 (outside, surface)

0.66 (0.13)

0.38 (0.03)

4.00 (0.04)

3.27 (0.03)

CMK-5 (outside, middle)

1.31 (0.02)

0.75 (0.13)

6.71 (0.06)

5.35 (0.06)

CMK-5 (inside)

0.82 (0.01)

0.58 (0.01)

0.76 (0.01)

0.72 (0.01)

Isolated ACNP

0.28 (0.02)

0.20 (0.02)

1.62 (0.02)

1.11 (0.02)

The results shown in Figures 2.6 and 2.7, and in Table 2.1 (self-diffusion coefficients in
the z-direction, as calculated from the MSDs shown in Figures 2.6 and 2.7) indicate that the ions
adsorbed outside of the ACNPs in CMK-5 have faster dynamics than the same ions adsorbed
outside of ACNRs of the same external diameter in CMK-3 materials of the same pore size. Our
results also show that the dynamics of an IL inside an ACNP can be significantly affected when
IL is present outside of the ACNP in CMK-5 materials. These observations might be due to
correlation effects between the IL inside and outside the ACNPs in CMK-5 (the average
thickness of the carbon wall in the ACNPs is about 0.45 nm). Interactions between molecules
located in neighboring pores can act in a cooperative way and are known to induce important
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changes in the behavior of confined fluids. For example, molecular simulations162 have shown
that methane inside neighboring cylindrical pores in the zeolite AlPO4-5 can undergo a gasliquid phase transition; however, no phase transitions are observed when methane is inside an
isolated cylindrical pore of the same material and size, because the pore diameter is smaller than
twice the molecular diameter of methane and thus the system is very close to the onedimensional limit.163 Very recently, an order-disorder transition was also observed in molecular
simulations of water inside a membrane with neighboring, narrow cylindrical pores arranged in a
square lattice.164 Kondrat et al.165 and Péan et al.166 indicate that ILs inside sub-nm pores can
experience very fast dynamics during charging processes, due to a complex interplay between
factors such as confinement in very narrow pores, ion crowding, screened interactions and
changes in the structure of the double layer caused by the charging process. Kondrat et al.165 also
report that tuning the interactions of the ions with the pore walls (e.g., by using mixtures of ILs
or by adding surfactants) to have ‘ionophobic’ pore surfaces can further accelerate the dynamics
of the confined ions during the charging process. Our results indicate that the presence of IL in
the outer surface of an uncharged ACNP (average thickness of the carbon wall = 0.45 nm) can
affect the dynamics of an IL adsorbed inside the carbon nanopipe, and vice versa (as the
dynamics of the ILs outside of the ACNPs in CMK-5 were found to be faster than those of the
same ILs in CMK-3). Differences in the cation-anion interactions, as well as the ion-walls
interactions might also cause differences in the dynamics, as [dmim+][Cl-] inside an isolated
ACNP moves slower than inside the ACNPs in CMK-5 (Figure 2.7 and Table 2.1), but
[emim+][NTf2-] inside an isolated ACNP moves slightly faster than inside the ACNPs in CMK-5
(Figure 2.6 and Table 2.1).
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To further explore the properties of the ions inside the ACNPs when the nanopipes have,
or do not have, IL adsorbed in their outer surface, in Figure 2.8 we show radial and axial density
profiles of [emim+] and [NTf2-] inside an isolated ACNP (i.e., no IL adsorbed on its outer surface,
Figure 2.2d), and inside the ACNPs in CMK-5 (i.e., IL present outside of the ACNPs, Figures.
2.3c and 2.3d). The radial density profiles for [dmim+][Cl-] inside an isolated ACNP are included
in Figure B3 in Appendix; similar results for the same IL but now inside the ACNPs in CMK-5
are shown in Figure B3 in Appendix. The axial density profiles for the same IL inside an isolated
ACNP and inside the ACNPs in CMK-5 are depicted in Figure 2.9. The peaks in the radial
density profiles of the ions inside the ACNPs (Figure 2.8a, Figure B1 and Figure B2 in Appendix)
are closer to the carbon surfaces when IL is adsorbed in the outer surfaces of the ACNPs in
CMK-5, as compared to the case of an isolated ACNP (i.e., no IL outside of the ACNP). The
mass density profiles of the ions inside the ACNP as a function of the axial distance, which are
depicted in Figures. 2.8b and 2.9, show a slightly non-uniform distribution of the ions that might
be caused by the uneven internal diameter of the ACNP (Figure 2.2). The average axial density
of the ions inside the ACNPs is slightly larger in CMK-5 (when IL is adsorbed outside of the
ACNPs) than inside an isolated ACNP. These results suggest that the presence of IL adsorbed in
the outer surfaces of the ACNPs in CMK-5 induce changes in the density of the IL inside the
ACNPs, which in turn affects the dynamics of the ions inside the ACNPs. Our previous studies41,
157, 159, 161

indicate that variations in the amount of IL inside the nanopores can affect significantly

the dynamics of the confined ions. Furthermore, the ions of [dmim+][Cl-] inside the ACNPs (both
isolated and in CMK-5) seem to have average axial densities that are similar to those of the bulk
IL (Figure 2.9). In contrast, the average axial densities of [emim+] and [NTf2-] inside the ACNPs
appear to be slightly lower than the densities of the same ions in the bulk-like reservoirs at both
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sides of the porous materials (Figure 2.8b). These differences in the density of the ILs inside the
ACNPs as compared to those of the bulk IL reflect the difference in the interactions between the
carbon walls and [dmim+][Cl-] and [emim+][NTf2-], which in turn also affect the dynamical
behavior of these ILs inside our model materials (Figures 2.6 and 2.7). Differences in pore size
might also play a role in these observations (H = 2.5 nm for [emim+][NTf2-], whereas H = 1.8
nm for [dmim+][Cl-]).

Figure 2.8 Mass density profiles for [emim+][NTf2-] inside the ACNPs of CMK-5 and inside a
single ACNP. (a) Radial density profiles. (b) Axial density profiles. The dashed lines indicate the
approximate location of the edges of the ACNPs in our simulation boxes (see Figures 2.2d and
2.3c).
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Figure 2.9 Mass density profiles in the axial direction for [dmim+][Cl-] inside (a) an isolated
ACNP, and (b) the ACNPs in CMK-5. Dotted lines are cation and anion densities in a simulated
bulk IL system at the same temperature.
2.4 Concluding remarks
Classical molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were conducted to study the structure
and dynamics of the ionic liquids (ILs) [dmim+][Cl-] and [emim+][NTf2-] confined inside a model
CMK-5 material of pore sizes H = 1.8 nm and 2.5 nm respectively. This material is formed by
nanopipes made of amorphous carbon, where the nanopipes are arranged in a hexagonal array;
the amorphous carbon nanopipes (ACNPs) have an average diameter D = 1.5 nm and an average
wall thickness of 0.45 nm. In CMK-5, the ILs can be adsorbed inside and outside the ACNPs
(Figure 2.3d). Our findings were compared against similar results observed for the same ILs
inside an isolated ACNP (i.e., no IL adsorbed on the outer surface of the ACNP) and inside a
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model CMK-3 ordered mesoporous carbon of similar pore size. CMK-3 is very similar to CMK5, but is made of hexagonally-packed amorphous carbon nanorods (ACNRs, see Figure 2.3b).
No electrical charges were present in any of these carbon materials. Our results indicate that the
presence of IL adsorbed in the outer surface of an uncharged carbon nanopipe can affect
significantly the dynamics and the density of an IL adsorbed inside the carbon nanopipe, and
vice versa. Both of the ILs examined here have faster dynamics when they are adsorbed outside
of the ACNPs in CMK-5 (i.e., with IL inside of the ACNPs) than when they are in CMK-3
materials of the same pore size. Radial density profiles indicate that the ions prefer to remain
closer to the carbon walls in CMK-5 than in CMK-3, possibly due to the presence of ions inside
and outside the thin walls of the ACNPs (average wall thickness = 0.45 nm). The average axial
density of both ILs inside the ACNPs is slightly larger in CMK-5 (when IL is adsorbed outside
of the ACNPs) than inside an isolated ACNP. These results suggest that the presence of IL
adsorbed in the outer surfaces of the ACNPs in CMK-5 induces changes in the density of the IL
inside the ACNPs. The presence of IL adsorbed outside of the ACNPs also affects the dynamics
of the IL inside the ACNPs; [dmim+][Cl-] inside an isolated ACNP has slower dynamics than
when inside the ACNPs in CMK-5 (i.e., with IL adsorbed outside the ACNPs), but in contrast,
[emim+][NTf2-] inside an isolated ACNP moves faster than when inside the ACNPs in CMK-5.
Furthermore, the average axial density of [dmim+][Cl-] inside the ACNPs (both isolated and in
CMK-5) seems to be similar to that of the same IL in the bulk, whereas [emim+][NTf2-] inside
the ACNPs has an average axial density that is slightly lower than that of the bulk IL. These
results strongly suggest that the interactions between the ions and the pore walls significantly
influence the structure and dynamics of the ILs in these systems. Overall, our results suggest the
presence of correlation effects between the IL inside and outside the ACNPs in CMK-5.
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Interactions between molecules located in neighboring pores can act in a cooperative way and
are known to induce important changes in the behavior of several nonpolar and polar fluids
inside nanopores.163-164 Correlation effects might play an important role in determining the
macroscopic properties of the electrical double layer near charged surfaces;25,26 these effects
deserve further investigation in follow-up studies.
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Chapter 3 Molecular Simulation of Homogeneous Nucleation of Crystals of an
Ionic Liquid from the Melt†
3.1 Introduction
Ionic liquids (ILs) are defined as “organic salts with a melting temperature below the
boiling point of water”.1 In most of current applications of ILs (e.g., solvents for synthesis,
catalysis and separations, electrolytes, absorbents for CO2 capture, etc.),1-2, 14, 113, 119, 167-171 these
organic salts are in liquid phase. However, in recent work Warner et al.45-49, 64, 172-176 synthesized
nanomaterials based on organic salts that are in solid phase at room temperature. These organic
salts were termed ‘GUMBOS’ (Group of Uniform Materials Based on Organic Salts), as all of
them have melting points that can be above and below 100 °C (and thus depart from the
traditional definition of ILs). Fluorescent and magnetic GUMBOS-based nanomaterials were
synthesized as part of these studies.45-49, 64, 172-176 The simplicity of the synthesis procedures,
combined with the versatility and highly-tunable properties of the organic salts (as many as 109 –
1018 ILs could be formed by varying the structure of the cations and anions1), suggest potential
applications of these nanomaterials in fields as diverse as biomedicine, analytical chemistry,
optoelectronics, photovoltaics and separations.45-49, 64, 172-176 Further tunability of the magnetic
and optical properties can be achieved by introducing shape anisotropy; the Warner group
synthesized fluorescent 1D-nanomaterials (e.g., nanorods, nanotubes and nanowires) based on
organic salts,64 by introducing these compounds inside anodic alumina membranes and other
hard templates, e.g., carbon nanotubes and mesoporous silicas. 1D-nanoGUMBOS with
diameters between 20 to 500 nm and lengths of 1 to 20 µm were synthesized in that study.64

†

Contents of this chapter were published in the following article: He, X.; Shen, Y.; Hung, F. R.; Santiso,
E. E. Molecular simulation of homogeneous nucleation of crystals of an ionic liquid from the melt. The
Journal of Chemical Physics 2015, 143, 124506. http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4931654
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Furthermore, ionogels, a new class of hybrid materials,62-63, 127-128, 177 involve a solid-like network
formed by immobilizing ILs within nanoporous solids (e.g., carbon nanotubes, porous silicas,
organic gelators, polyethylene oxide, cellulose, etc.) Ionogels have potential applications as solid
electrolyte membranes in lithium batteries, fuel cells and solar cells, and in optics, catalysis and
biocatalysis, drug delivery and sensing and biosensing.63 Therefore, a fundamental understanding
of solidification of organic salts inside nanopores is crucial to rationally design these
nanomaterials, as features such as the nanostructure of the IL can determine their macroscopic
properties. Recent studies178-183 also indicate that when pharmaceutically relevant molecules (e.g.,
acetaminophen, glycine) are confined inside narrow pores, they can crystallize into structures
that are different from those observed in the bulk. These studies provide strong evidence that
nanoconfinement can be used to control polymorphism.178-183
In addition to the practical interest described above, understanding the solidification as
well as the nucleation and growth of crystals of organic salts in contact with surfaces and inside
nanopores is also a topic of fundamental scientific interest. However, the nucleation and growth
of crystals of ILs is still far from understood even for bulk systems, as most of the interest has
focused on liquid phases of these compounds. As a starting point for our studies in this area, here
our focus was on the study of the homogeneous nucleation of crystals of ILs from its supercooled
liquid phase in the bulk, where temperature drives the nucleation process. Homogeneous
nucleation is a rare event that first involves the system climbing a free energy barrier to form an
activated, short-lived species, the critical nucleus; the second process involves the growth of this
nucleus to form the crystal phase. Studying nucleation is extremely challenging.184-191 The
critical nucleus can appear anywhere in the system and typically involves a few molecules or
ions, which makes its direct detection in experiments almost impossible. Molecular simulation
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studies of nucleation are also challenging, mainly because the relevant time scales are orders of
magnitude larger than those accessible to conventional molecular dynamics (MD) simulations.
Simulations with rare event methods have provided insights on the homogeneous nucleation of
systems of particles (colloidal, hard-sphere, Lennard-Jones, Yukawa and others),67,

192-200

water,201-209 and other systems (e.g., NaCl, silicon, benzene, n-octane, urea, copper, aluminum,
etc.)210-220 To the best of our knowledge, the homogeneous nucleation of ILs has not been studied
in the past.
Here we studied the homogeneous nucleation of crystals of a typical IL, 1,3dimethylimidazolium chloride, [dmim+][Cl-], from its supercooled liquid phase. This IL has a
simple molecular structure and has been studied extensively in previous simulation reports.41, 221228

Here we followed the work of Ovchinnikov et al.229 and used their same combination of

methodologies: first the string method in collective variables (SMCV),230 to have a string of
replicas of the system relax in the direction of the negative gradient of the free energy; after
convergence, the string should sketch a minimum free energy path (MFEP, or the region that has
the highest probability for the transition to take place) connecting the supercooled liquid and the
crystal phase of the IL. This converged string of states from the SMCV was then used as input to
a series of MD simulations using Markovian milestoning with Voronoi tessellations.231-233 This
method yields the free energy along a ‘reaction coordinate’ parameterizing the transition, as well
as the mean first passage times (MFPTs) between the relevant states involved. This combination
of methods has been used in the past to study conformational transitions in biomolecules.229-230,
232, 234-240

Central to our methods is the selection of a set of collective variables (order parameters,

OPs) that are appropriate for describing the transition of interest. In prior studies involving
biomolecules, the OPs were simply the Cartesian coordinates of the relevant atoms or groups of
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atoms/particles. Studying crystal nucleation, however, requires OPs that allow one to measure
local crystalline order in nm-sized regions, as well as distinguish between different crystal
polymorphs and liquid phases. In this study we have combined the SMCV and Markovian
milestoning with the OPs for molecular crystals recently developed by Santiso and Trout.241
These OPs were successfully used to monitor the nucleation of α-glycine crystal in solution, the
crystallization of benzene from the melt, and the polymorph transformation of terephthalic acid
in bulk systems.217, 241
Our combination of methods and OPs allowed us to monitor the homogeneous nucleation
of [dmim+][Cl-] and provided insights about the mechanism, the free energy barrier, the size of
the critical nucleus and the rates involved in the nucleation process. In fact, these methods were
also used recently242 to study the homogeneous nucleation of benzene; the results were similar to
those obtained for the same system using transition path sampling / aimless shooting.217 However,
for very complex systems such as ILs, which have slow dynamics, the transition paths might take
a long time to commit to one of the stable states. Furthermore, sampling could be time
consuming and challenging, as the trajectories might recross the top of the barrier multiple
times.217 The SMCV is a good alternative because it does not require generating trajectories that
follow the transition path, or monitoring the time evolution of the system along such path; rather,
the set of replicas of the system converge to the MFEP guided by the negative gradient of the
free energy. Once this MFEP is mapped, Markovian milestoning with Voronoi tessellations is
convenient to obtain the free energy and rates involved in nucleation because (1) it follows
naturally from the SMCV, in the sense that the milestones are defined automatically by the OPs
from the converged images in the MFEP, and (2) Voronoi milestoning is easy to implement if
one builds from the restrained dynamics code that was used in the SMCV. Furthermore, our
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combination of methods is not based on classical nucleation theory (CNT), and therefore makes
no assumptions regarding its validity for our systems (in fact, independent calculations based on
CNT were used to help in the interpretation of some of our results, see below).
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In the next section, we provide details of
our models, the construction of OPs for our systems and our main computational methods
(SMCV and Markovian milestoning with Voronoi tessellations). Section 3.3 contains our main
results and discussion: first we sketched a MFEP connecting the supercooled liquid and the
crystal phase of the IL using the SMCV (§3.3.1), and then we used Markovian milestoning with
Voronoi tessellations to determine the free energy involved in the homogeneous nucleation
process (§3.3.2). Calculations based on classical nucleation theory are presented in §3.3.3 to
discuss the physical significance of the configurations found along this minimum free energy
path. Section 3.3.4 contains additional SMCV results obtained for a larger system (2268 ion pairs,
as compared to the 1372 ion pairs used for the results shown in §3.3.1); these results support the
analysis presented in §3.3.3. The MFPTs involved in the homogeneous nucleation process are
presented in §3.3.5. As simulations using Markovian milestoning with Voronoi tessellations are
computationally very expensive, we only present MFPT results for our system with 1372 ion
pairs; we did not attempt to obtain similar results for our larger system. Finally, our main
findings are summarized in section 3.4.
3.2 Models
The crystalline structure of the IL [dmim+][Cl-] was taken from the Cambridge
Crystallographic Data Centre.243 As reported by Arduengo et al.,244 this IL has a monoclinic
crystalline structure with space group P21/n. The all-atom nonpolarizable force field of Lopes,
Pádua et al.84-88 was used in our study to represent the IL [dmim+][Cl-], mainly because it can
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satisfactorily reproduce the crystallographic parameters of this IL.84 In our MD simulations of
the liquid phase of this IL, it was found that the bulk density differs in less than 1% from the
experimental value reported by Fannin et al.;245 furthermore, our results for the radial
distribution functions were in excellent agreement with those reported by Sha et al.221 The
experimental melting point of this IL was reported245 to be 398.15 K; we performed a series of
simulations to quickly estimate the simulated melting point of this IL using the void-induced
melting method,246 and obtained results in reasonable agreement with the experimental melting
point (nevertheless, we note that a recent study247 suggests that the void-induced melting method
yielded inaccurate results for the melting point of another IL, [bmim+][Cl-]). We also performed
short, 1-ns MD simulations of the crystal phase of [dmim+][Cl-], to corroborate that the chosen
force field can yield crystallographic parameters for this IL that are compatible with previously
reported simulation and experimental results. In particular, we obtained that the β angle of the
monoclinic unit cell of this IL is β = 108.2° at the conditions of interest for this study, P = 1 bar
and T = 340 K (this temperature is about 58 K lower than the melting point of this IL). This
result is in good agreement with previously reported values from simulations84 (β = 108.9°) and
experiments244 (β = 106.34°), both obtained at T = 203 K.
Most of our systems contained 1372 ion pairs, which can form a monoclinic crystal of
characteristic dimensions 6.5 nm × 5.3 nm × 7.5 nm. However, we also performed SMCV
simulations using a larger system containing 2268 ion pairs (characteristic dimensions 8.3 nm ×
5.3 nm × 9.7 nm; see §3.4). All MD simulations were performed using a modified version of the
NAMD software248 that included implementations of the OPs, the SMCV and Markovian
milestoning with Voronoi tessellations in C++ libraries. All the simulations were performed in
the NPT ensemble with P = 1 bar and T = 340 K. A time step of 0.5 fs was used in our
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simulations, and a Langevin thermostat with a damping coefficient of 25 ps-1 was employed to
maintain the temperature at 340 K. The Nosé-Hoover Langevin piston with a damping time of 50
fs was used to control the pressure in our simulations. The cutoff of Lennard-Jones interactions
was set at 10 Å. The long range electrostatics were handled by particle mesh Ewald (PME)249
with a cutoff of 12 Å. The hydrogen bond lengths were constrained with the LINCS algorithm250.
Periodic boundary conditions were applied in all directions.
3.3 Methods
3.3.1 Order parameters (OPs)

r2

q2
r
ϕȓ
r1

ϕq

q1
q1

q2

Figure 3.1 Two [dmim+][Cl-] ion pairs showing variables relevant for the construction of order
parameters (OPs) used in this study, which are based on the [dmim+] cations. The vector r joins
the center of mass of the two cations. The vector normal to the plane of the imidazolium ring
gives the absolute orientation q of each of the cations. The bond orientation r̂ is given by the
angle formed by the vectors r and q1, and the relative orientation q is given by the angles
between the vectors q1 and q2.
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The OPs for molecular crystals of Santiso and Trout241 are extracted from a generalized
pair distribution function, which gives the probability that a molecule with a particular internal
configuration, has a neighboring molecule (1) with a given internal configuration, (2) is a given
center of mass (COM) distance away from the first molecule, and (3) has a given orientation
with respect to the first molecule. All OPs used in this study were built based on the [dmim+]
cations; no particular OPs were defined for the anions. In Figure 3.1 two ion pairs are shown,
where the vector r joins the COMs of the two cations. The absolute orientation of each cation is
given by the vectors q1 and q2, which are normal to the imidazolium ring of each cation. The
bond orientation, r̂ , is given by the angle formed by the vectors r and q1, and can be described
by the projection of the bond vector r onto the orientation axis q1 of the first cation. Finally, the
relative orientation, q , is given by the angles between the vectors q1 and q2. From here we can
define local OPs for the COM distances r, bond orientation r̂ , and relative orientation q ,
following Santiso and Trout;241 these local OPs are defined per cation and per peak in the pair
distribution function. In order to reduce the number of variables, one can sum over peaks in the
pair distribution function (to define per-cation OPs) and then average over the cations present in
a given subcell of the simulation box. According to the procedure of Santiso and Trout,241 the
bond orientation OPs were defined as follows:
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(3.1)

where the index α runs over all the unique values of distances, bond orientations, and
relative orientations found in the peaks in the pair distribution function of the reference structure
of the crystal of the IL; the indexes i and j denote the i-th and j-th cations; σα is the standard
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deviation of bond orientations; I0 is the modified Bessel function of the second kind and order 0;

r̂ is the concentration parameter corresponding to the α-th peak in bond orientation; rij is the
center of mass distance between cations i and j; rα is the mean center-of-mass distance
corresponding to the α–peak; r̂ is the bond orientation between two cations in the α-th peak.
Equation (1) can be averaged over cations in a given subcell of the simulation box. For example,
our typical simulation box (1372 ion pairs) was divided into 5 × 5 × 5 subcells, giving a total of
125 bond orientation OPs for our system. Similar OPs can be defined for the distance and
relative orientations.241

Table 3.1 Peaks in the pair distribution function for the reference structure of [dmim+][Cl-].
r(Å)

φȓ(°)

φq(°)

4.84
5.71
5.71

49.97
29.59
75.33

0.25
64.39
64.39

Table 3.2 Average peak locations and concentrations parameters for the IL [dmim+][Cl-] crystal
at 340 K.
r(Å)

1/σ2 (Å-1)

φȓ(°)

ηȓ

φq(°)

ηq

4.92

23.80

51.76

11.21

14.10

12.39

5.66

32.79

34.20

4.33

61.97

5.62

5.67

33.99

72.61

9.61

62.75

6.57

In order to estimate values for the average peak locations and concentration parameters
for a [dmim+][Cl-] crystal at 340 K, we again followed the procedure of Santiso and Trout,241 and
defined a reference structure by assembling 1372 ion pairs into the crystalline structure reported
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by Arduengo et al.244 (however we used β = 108.2°, as determined from the preliminary
simulations described in §2.1). This initial structure was then relaxed by performing an MD
simulation using the chosen force field at 340 K and 1 bar for 2 ns. Afterwards, the system was
annealed to 0 K in the NVT ensemble, and finally minimized the energy of the annealed structure.
The final crystalline structure was used as the reference structure for our calculations. Table 3.1
shows the peaks in the pair distribution function for the reference structure of the IL, with a
cutoff of 5.8 Å for the distances between the COMs. After obtaining the reference structure, we
need to obtain the parameters appearing in the probability distribution of Equation (1). Following
again the study of Santiso and Trout,241 the maximum likelihood estimators of the parameters
were obtained from the last 1 ns of the NPT simulation described above. The average peak
locations and concentration parameters for a [dmim+][Cl-] crystal at 340 K are shown in Table
3.2. These results have slight variations with respect to the reference structure (T = 0 K) shown
in Table 3.1, mainly due to thermal effects; the large values of the concentration parameters
indicate the distributions are strongly localized around those means.
After obtaining the maximum likelihood estimators, the different types of OPs can be
calculated. In Figure 3.2, we plot the distance, bond orientation and relative orientation OPs for
the liquid and crystal phases of the IL at 340 K. These distributions were obtained by considering
short (0.4 ns) MD simulations in the NPT ensemble of liquid-like and crystal-like systems. The
results shown in Figure 3.2 indicate that the liquid and solid phases exhibit significantly different
values of OPs (even though the peaks of the liquid and crystal phases overlap slightly in the case
of the distance OPs), and therefore any of the OPs can serve as a good metric to detect crystalline
order in nm-sized regions. We chose the bond orientation OPs for the calculations described
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below; however, we also monito
ored the distaance OPs annd the relativve orientatioon OPs durinng all
our simulations.

Figure 3..2 The distriibutions of (a)
( distance (b) bond orrientation (c)) relative oriientation OP
Ps for
liquid an
nd solid IL.. These disttributions were
w
obtaineed from the analysis off 400 liquidd-like
configuraations and 40
00 crystal-lik
ke configuraations of the IL.
3.3.2 Strring method
d in collectiv
ve variables (SMCV)
The
T SMCV, as proposed
d by Marag
gliano, Vandden-Eijnden and coworkkers,229-232, 235, 251
was deveeloped to deetermine MF
FEPs in a giiven set of ccollective vaariables. Herre it was ussed to
sketch a MFEP connecting a superco
ooled liquiid phase of [dmim+][Cl-] withh its
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thermodynamically stable crystal phase in the bulk, during the homogeneous nucleation process.
In this method, first a chain of states (string) connecting the subcooled liquid phase with a crystal
phase of the IL is built. In our system, this initial string (consisting of 30 replicas) is obtained by
collecting a number of intermediate states observed when melting a crystal phase of the IL in an
MD simulation at 900 K. This initial string therefore is a collection of 30 images of the system
exhibiting significantly different values of the OPs; each image in this string has 125 OPs
characterizing its local structure (for our typical systems containing 1372 ion pairs). These OPs
also parameterize the ‘reaction coordinate’ during the homogeneous nucleation of the crystal
phase from its supercooled liquid phase. Here we stress that in our study the OPs represent the
collective variables, and the string is a curve in the space of the 125 OPs. A ‘metric tensor’ (eqn.
6 in ref.

230

) was used to account for the relation between the bond orientation OPs and the

Cartesian coordinates of the atoms in our systems; such a metric tensor was routinely computed
in our simulations as part of our implementation of the SMCV in NAMD.
An extended Hamiltonian for each replica is built by adding a set of harmonic springs
that keep the OPs of each replica close to their ‘target value’. Short MD simulations (0.2 ns) in
the NPT ensemble using this extended Hamiltonian are then run for each replica, in order to
calculate the mean force (i.e., the negative gradient of the free energy with respect to the OPs)
needed to keep each replica close to the target value of the collective variables. Here we
highlight that the mean force computed this way is an approximation of the true constraint force,
whose quality depends on the strength of the coupling constant. This group of calculations
represents one step in the SMCV simulations. Afterwards, the replicas in the string evolve
guided by the mean force. Each image is evolved independently of the other images. The replicas
in the string are then reparameterized to prevent the images from clustering near the stable states.
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This procedure involves two steps: first, we used b-splines to fit a continuous curve through the
replicas after each SMCV step; and second, we used this curve to interpolate between images so
that the replicas are kept at approximately constant separation in OP space (measured in terms of
the arclength, which is the distance along the path in the multi-dimensional OP space). The steps
described above are then repeated until the potential of mean force (PMF, the line integral of the
restraint force along the path in the multi-dimensional OP space) converge within the desired
level of precision. In our system, we used the Fréchet distance252-253 between the PMF profiles to
monitor the convergence of the string. The Fréchet distance is a measure of the similarity
between curves that takes into account the location and ordering of the points along the curves.
In our case, convergence was assumed after the Fréchet distance (in arbitrary units) between
PMF profiles obtained from successive SMCV steps reaches a value < 0.10. It is also important
to note that the two minima of the free energy (i.e., the crystal phase and the disordered phase at
the two extremes of the string) are also free to evolve by steepest descent in the free energy, and
therefore they will evolve to the nearest free energy minimum in OP space. Additional details
about the SMCV are provided elsewhere.229-230
3.3.3 Markovian milestoning with Voronoi tessellations
A more accurate estimate of the free energy profile can be obtained by using the
converged string from the SMCV as input to another series of simulations using Markovian
milestoning with Voronoi tessellations,229, 231-233 which can also yield information about the rates
involved in the transition studied. In this method first we take the converged string of states from
the SMCV, define a partition in OP space and associate a cell in OP space to each replica (see
black dots in Fig. 5, where the MFEP from the SMCV was projected onto the first two principal
components of OP space for visualization purposes). The cells form a tessellation in the OP
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space. MD simulations of up to 15 ns were then performed for each replica within their cells,
where the images are restricted to remain within their cells (see different colors in Fig. 5). We do
emphasize here that we did not use the hard-wall reflection rule described in the original papers
of Vanden-Eijnden and Venturoli;231, 233 rather, we used planar half-pseudoharmonic restraining
potentials [i.e., soft wall restraints, eqn. (1) and Fig. 1 in ref. 232] to keep the images within their
cells, while preserving proper ergodic sampling within each of the Voronoi cells. The soft wall
restraining potentials serve this function regardless of the ensemble (in our case NPT), and
facilitate implementation of the Markovian milestoning procedure in NAMD. The restraining
potential is equal to zero in the interior of the cell, and acts as a penalty function if the trajectory
leaves its cell. Maragliano et al.232 showed that using these soft walls to run a restrained MD
simulation yields an equilibrium distribution inside each cell that is equal to the one obtained
from an unbiased MD simulation. In turn, this fact ensures that the fluxes entering and leaving
each cell are correct (i.e., the soft wall restraints do not influence the frequency of escape
attempts from each cell). Therefore, a restrained MD simulation where the trajectory is forced to
remain within its own cell should be equal to the equivalent sections of an unbiased MD
trajectory that is passing through the same cell.232
In these MD simulations we monitor the number of collisions each replica makes with the
boundaries with the neighboring cells. When the system reaches steady state, the following
equations can be used to calculate πn, the probability of finding the system in cell Bn at
equilibrium:229, 231-233
N
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(3.2)
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where Nn,m is the number of collisions the replica in cell Bn makes with the boundary of
cell Bm during the simulation time tn. From the probabilities πn, the free energy Fn along a
coordinate parameterizing the transition (in our case the replica number n) can be calculated as
follows:229, 231-233

Fn  kBT ln  n

(3.4)

As explained by Ovchinnikov et al.,229 the free energy Fn as computed from this
procedure (Figure 3.6) is not the same as the free energy as a function of the OPs (in our case,
the PMF computed from the SMCV, Figure 3.3). The free energy Fn is one-dimensional, is a
function of the reaction coordinate, and it maps the transition tube into a single curve, as argued
by Ovchinnikov et al.229 In contrast, the PMF is an n-dimensional function (where n is equal to
the number of OPs, i.e., 125 in the case of our system with 1372 ion pairs). As in the SMCV the
replicas are restricted to evolve guided by the mean force (i.e., the negative gradient of the free
energy with respect to the OPs), we are effectively restraining 125 degrees of freedom. In
comparison, in the Markovian milestoning procedure we just constrain each replica to be within
its own cell, and therefore less entropy is removed from the system as compared to what happens
in the SMCV. Based on this observation, we argue that the free energy Fn as obtained from the
Markovian milestoning procedure is more accurate than the PMF to account for the free energy
involved in the homogeneous nucleation process.
The Markovian milestoning procedure also allows one to estimate ka,b, the rate of
instantaneous transition from milestone a to milestone b:229, 231-233
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where Na,bn is the total number of transitions from milestone a to milestone b during the
simulation confined to cell Bn, and tan is total time during which a was the most recent milestone
visited by the system. The MFPTs are important dynamical quantities that can be computed
through the rate matrix by solving the following system of equations:229, 231-233
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 1 , a  b*

(3.6)

where tb,b* is the MFPT to milestone b* from other milestones in the system (where b ≠
b*). For our particular system, the components of the rate matrix varied between 10-8 and 10-2,
which made it very close to being a singular matrix. This conditioning problem was overcome by
using the arbitrary precision floating-point library implemented in the Sage software254 to solve
Eqn. (3.6). Additional details about this method can be found elsewhere.229, 231-233
3.4 Results and discussion
3.4.1 Using the SMCV to sketch the MFEP between supercooled liquid and crystal phases
of [dmim+][Cl-] at 340 K and 1 bar
As explained above, we first used the SMCV230 for our system with 1372 ion pairs to
have a string of replicas of this system relax in the direction of the negative gradient of the free
energy in the multidimensional OP space. After convergence, the string of states maps a MFEP
connecting the supercooled liquid and the crystal phase of the IL during the homogeneous
nucleation process. The MFEP results are shown in Figure 3.3 for the last three steps of the
SMCV. As indicated above, in Figure 3.3 the PMF is the line integral of the restraint force along
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the path; and the arclength (of the bond orientation OPs, in this case) represents the distance
along the path, where we kept the same distance in OP space between replicas. Keep in mind that
the MFEP is the maximum likelihood path, along which the PMF is calculated. The string
converges after 28 SMCV steps (Figure 3.3). The convergence of the SMCV was also
ascertained by monitoring the Frechét distance (see Figure C1, Appendix) between the PMF
curves obtained in successive SMCV steps. Because the initial string of states is obtained by
melting a crystal phase of the IL at very high temperature, large changes in the PMF profile were
observed during the initial SMCV steps (Figure C1, Appendix). The results shown in Figure 3.3
indicate a difference of about 55 kcal/mol in PMF between the crystal phase and the supercooled
liquid phase at about 58 K of supercooling, with a PMF barrier of about 126 kcal/mol between
the supercooled liquid and the state at the top of the PMF profile.
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Figure 3.3 The potential of mean force (PMF) associated with the minimum free energy path
(MFEP) for homogeneous nucleation of a crystal phase of [dmim+][Cl-] from its supercooled
liquid phase at 340 K and 1 bar. These systems contain 1372 ion pairs. The left and right sides of
the curve correspond to crystal and liquid states. Simulation snapshots of states labeled here are
shown in Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4 Side views (y-z) of representative simulation snapshots of the states labeled along the
MFEP mapped in Fig. 3. These systems contain 1372 ion pairs. The cations (top row) are colored
according to the value of their bond OPs. Additional side views (x-y and x-z) of the same states
are shown in Figure C2 and C3 (Appendix)
In Figure 3.4 we show side views (y-z) of representative simulation snapshots of several
relevant states along the MFEP mapped in Figure 3.3. The cations are colored according to the
value of their bond orientational OPs, where those colored in blue have a highly ordered local
structure (crystal-like) and those in red have low values of the OPs (liquid-like). Additional side
views (x-y and x-z) of the same states are shown in Figure C2 and Figure C3 (Appendix). A
supercooled liquid phase is depicted in Figures 3.4e (as well as Figure C2e and Figure C3e,
Appendix). As we move from the right to the left along the MFEP in Figure 3.3, the cations
rearrange to form a small patch where the cations and anions have crystal-like order (Figure 3.4d,
Figure C2d and Figure C3d, Appendix). This state is located in the shoulder of the PMF shown
in Figure 3.3. The ordered region of cations and anions grows slightly and the cations inside it
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become more organized (as indicated by an increase in their OPs), and the system reaches the
maximum of the PMF (Figure 3.4c, Figure C2c and Figure C3c, Appendix). If we arbitrarily
define as crystalline those cations having OP > 3.5 (Figure 3.2b), we estimate that the critical
nucleus has an average size of 3.6 nm at 58 K of supercooling; this size fluctuates between 3.2
and 4.0 nm, as determined from simulations using the SMCV as well as Markovian milestoning
(see next sections). Moving further downhill along the MFEP (Figure 3.3), the ordered regions
grow (Figure 3.4b, Figure C2b and Figure C3b, Appendix) until the system reaches the
thermodynamically stable crystal phase (Figure 3.4a, Figure C2a and Figure C3a, Appendix).
The anions follow the same qualitative behavior as the cations (bottom row of Figure 3.4, Figure
C2 and Figure C3, Appendix).
3.4.2 Using Markovian milestoning with Voronoi tessellations to obtain the free energy
involved in the homogeneous nucleation process
For this procedure, we took each of the replicas from the converged string from the
SMCV for our system with 1372 ion pairs (Figure 3.3), and we associated a cell to each replica
in the full OP space. A Voronoi tessellation is thus formed in the OP space, where the edges of
the tessellation are identified as milestones. Here we had to interpolate additional replicas (to
yield a total of 55) in order to ensure collection of statistically relevant results to numerically
solve Equations (3.2)-(3.6). For visualization purposes, we used principal component analysis to
project the initial configurations of these 55 replicas onto their first two principal components in
OP space; these initial states are shown as black dots in Figure 3.5. These two principal
components contain over 98% of the overall variance of the 125 OPs in our system, where the
largest principal component (PC1 in Figure 3.5) accounts for about 95% and the second one
(PC2 in Figure 3.5) contains about 3% of the overall variance. MD simulations are then
performed for each of the 55 replicas, where each of them is restricted to remain within their
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cells in the OP space. In Figure 3.5 we show values of the two principal components of the OPs
from a few relevant configurations observed along the trajectories restricted in the Voronoi cells.
The results shown in this figure indicate that replicas mainly remain within their own cells,
although sometimes they visit neighboring cells for a brief period before returning to their
original cells. This is a consequence of the soft restraining potentials used to confine each MD
trajectories to remain within its own cell.232 Here we emphasize that those states where replicas
visit neighboring cells were not taken into account when collecting statistics. As shown by
Ovchinnikov et al.,229 our combination of methods yield correct results as long as the
isocommitor surfaces are flat within the transition tube; this assumption is not rigorously correct
in the regions of high curvature in the MFEP. Correlated re-crossings through the dividing
surfaces between cells also become an issue in these high curvature regions. We attempted to
minimize these issues by properly distributing the images along the MFEP, in particular by
avoiding having a large density of images in regions of the MFEP that have high curvature
(Figure 3.5). This way we also try to ensure that replicas only visit the cells of their nearest
neighbors, if they manage to escape their original cells (replicas visiting cells of non-nearest
neighbors can affect the accuracy of the MFPT calculations, see §3.3.5). At the same time, a
proper distribution of images along the MFEP allows us to have good sampling of the transition
probabilities [Eqns. (3.2)-(3.6)]. Another observation is that the initial replicas from the SMCV
simulations (black dots in Figure 3.5) lie approximately in the center of the transition tube
obtained by the simulation trajectory of each replica (approximately depicted by the different
colors in Figure 3.5). In direct relation to this observation, the results shown in Figure 3.5
suggest that the region near the shoulder of the PMF and the free energy curves (Figures 3.3 and
3.6) has a transition tube that is narrower than the one observed near the peak of these two curves.
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peak

shoulder

Figure 3.5 Voronoi tessellation of the MFEP in the first two principal components PC1 and PC2
in OP space. The black dots represent the initial configurations used in the Markovian
milestoning simulations; these 55 initial configurations were obtained from the SMCV
simulations as well as by interpolating additional replicas (see text). The different colors show a
few snapshots of the OPs, as obtained from the simulations using Markovian milestoning with
Voronoi tessellations. The regions corresponding to the peak and shoulder of the PMF and free
energy curves (Figures. 3.3 and 3.6) are labled.
In our simulations using Markovian milestoning with Voronoi tessellations, for each
replica we monitored the number of collisions made with the boundaries of neighboring cells, as
well as the total number of transitions between different milestones. This data was then used
together with Equations (3.2)-(3.6) to determine the free energy along a coordinate
parameterizing the transition, as well as the MFPTs. In Figure 3.6 we show the free energy
associated with the homogeneous nucleation of a crystal phase of [dmim+][Cl-] from its
supercooled liquid at 340 K, as a function of the Voronoi cell number. In analogy to the PMF
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from the SMCV shown in Figure 3.3, the free energy profile of Figure 3.6 also exhibits a
shoulder between the supercooled liquid phase and the top of the free energy barrier. The free
energy difference between the supercooled liquid and the configuration at the maximum of the
curve is about 70 kcal/mol, and the difference in free energy between the crystal and liquid
[dmim+][Cl-] is about 40 kcal/mol. These free energy differences are comparable to those
determined for water204 and urea218 in recent simulation studies.
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Figure 3.6 Free energy associated with the homogeneous nucleation of a crystal of [dmim+][Cl-]
from its supercooled liquid phase at 340 K and 1 bar, as obtained from the simulations using
Markovian milestoning with Voronoi tessellations. The left and right sides of the curve
correspond to crystal and liquid states. These systems contain 1372 ion pairs.
As discussed by Ovchinnikov et al.,229 it is important to emphasize that the PMF
computed from the SMCV (Figure 3.3) is not the same as the free energy Fn computed from the
procedure of Markovian milestoning with Voronoi tessellations (Figure 3.6). The converged
string from the SMCV is used as input for the Markovian milestoning process, where less
entropy is removed from the system by constraining each replica to be within its own cell (as
compared to what happens in the SMCV, where the replicas are restricted to evolve in the
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direction of the negative gradient of free energy in order parameter space; in consequence, in the
SMCV we are effectively restraining 125 degrees of freedom, which removes more entropy).
Furthermore, the MFEP determined from the SMCV corresponds to just a single pathway in the
reactive flux tube, whereas the milestoning calculations integrates over many pathways, which
captures more of the entropy in the path space. Therefore, a smaller free energy barrier is
observed in Fn (Figure 3.6) than in the PMF (Figure 3.3). Fn is thus a more accurate
representation of the free energy involved in the homogeneous nucleation process. Snapshots of
configurations obtained from the Markovian milestoning simulation procedure look very similar
to those obtained with the SMCV, which are depicted in Figures 3.4, C2 (Appendix) and C3
(Appendix).
3.4.3 Physical significance of the states in the PMF and free energy curves
We now discuss the physical significance of the configurations located at the shoulder
(Figures 3.4d, C2d and C3d in Appendix) and overall maximum (Figures 3.4c, C2c and C3c in
Appendix) of the PMF and free energy curves depicted in Figures 3.3 and 3.6. In particular,
simulations of the homogeneous nucleation of benzene242 using the same methods as in here lead
to PMF and free energy curves that do not exhibit the shoulder observed here in Figures 3.3 and
3.6. Is this shoulder system-specific? If so, what physics cause this shoulder to appear in the free
energy profiles associated with homogeneous nucleation? Furthermore, the ordered regions in
Figures 3.4c, C2c and C3c in Appendix (configuration at the top of the free energy barrier) seem
to percolate through the simulation box. This last observation is important, as one needs to be
very wary of finite-size effects and periodic boundary conditions when studying nucleation using
molecular simulation.184, 255-257 One ambiguous issue here is the threshold value of OP when
distinguishing between ‘ordered’ and ‘disordered’ regions. In our analysis we arbitrarily defined
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as crystalline those cations with OP > 3.5, c.f. Figure 3.2b; however, if this threshold value is
chosen to be slightly larger, e.g., OP = 4.0, it could be argued that the ordered regions in Figures
3.4c, C2c and C3c (Appendix) do not percolate throughout the simulation box (those snapshots
have small regions where the cations and anions are in the ambiguous zone of what could be
considered ‘ordered’ or ‘disordered’). The brute-force way to overcome this issue is to perform
simulations using larger systems, until it can be said unambiguously that the configuration at the
top of the PMF and free energy curves have ordered regions that do not percolate through the
simulation box. However, we do not know a priori how much we would need to increase our
system size, and the computational costs could be beyond our current capabilities. We also note
that our system with 1372 ion pairs is already much larger than those considered in previous
studies of solid phases of ILs (up to 320 ion pairs, see, e.g.,84, 247, 258).
In order to understand the possible physical significance of the stationary states we found,
and to illustrate the impact of finite size effects, we carried out calculations based on classical
nucleation theory (CNT) in a model system. Based on those calculations, we argue that the
configuration located at the shoulder of the PMF and free energy curves (Figures 3.4d, C2d and
C3d in Appendix) is more representative of the bulk critical nucleus formed during
homogeneous nucleation, rather than the configuration located at the top of the PMF and free
energy curves (Figures 3.4c, C2c and C3c in Appendix). For our CNT calculations we
considered a model system of finite total volume Vt = 0.005 (in arbitrary units). This total system
size is not much larger than the volume of the critical nucleus for our particular CNT model
system, which is likely the situation we have in our simulations with periodic boundary
conditions. We then computed the free energy of a crystal nucleating within a liquid phase (blue
curve in Figure 3.7), as well as the free energy of a liquid nucleating within a solid phase (red
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curve in Figure 3.7). Here we assumed that the nuclei have spherical shape. These free energies
are plotted in Figure 3.7 as a function of the total volume of liquid present in the system;
therefore, the left and right sides of the x-axis in Figure 3.7 represent the pure solid and liquid
phases, respectively. Our system is at a temperature below the melting point, and thus only the
blue curve in Figure 3.7 goes through a maximum. The corresponding free energies as functions

Free energy (arbitrary units)

of the radii of the solid/liquid child phase are shown in Figures C4a and C4b in Appendix.
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Figure 3.7 Classical nucleation theory (CNT) calculation of the free energy of a crystal
nucleating within a liquid phase (blue curve), and of a liquid nucleating within a solid phase (red
curve). The model system has a finite total volume Vt = 0.005 (in arbitrary units). The free
energies are plotted as a function of the total volume of liquid present in the system; therefore,
the left and right sides of the x-axis in this figure represent the pure solid and liquid phases,
respectively. The model system is at a temperature below its melting point, and its total volume
Vt is not much larger than the volume of the critical nucleus for our particular model system,
which is the situation we have in our simulations with periodic boundary conditions. The dashed
line indicates the approximate location of the maximum in the blue curve, and the dotted line
indicates the approximate point at which the crystal nucleus is large enough to touch its periodic
images, and thus the system jumps from the blue curve (crystal nucleating within a liquid phase)
to the red curve (liquid nucleating within a solid phase).
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As in our simulations we are nucleating the solid within the liquid phase under
supercooled conditions, we start at the right side of the x-axis in Figure 3.7 following the blue
curve and moving left, eventually reaching the maximum in the blue curve (dashed line in Figure
3.7). As the crystal grows and the volume of liquid in such a system continues to decrease, the
system will reach a point where the crystal becomes large enough so that its dimensions are
comparable to the shortest of the x, y or z lengths of the system, and therefore the crystal nucleus
can “touch” its periodic images in that particular direction (here we note that we did not truncate
the nucleus when it reaches one of the cell boundaries). Further crystal growths beyond this point
in such a finite-size system will lead to a situation where the curvature of the solid-liquid
interface will change sign, and we then have a liquid nucleus within a solid phase; in this
situation, the system will transition from the blue curve in Figure 3.7 to the red curve. We
therefore argue that the configurations shown in Figures 3.4c, C2c and C3c in Appendix (as the
ordered regions seem to percolate through the simulation box) are more representative of a liquid
nucleus inside a crystal phase (i.e., after the system moves from the blue curve to the red curve in
Figure 3.7). Based on this argument, we indicate that the configuration located at the shoulder of
the PMF and free energy curves (Figure 3.4d, Figures C2d and C3d in Appendix) are more
representative of the critical nucleus formed during homogeneous nucleation (i.e., the maximum
in the blue curve in Figures 3.3 and C4a in Appendix). The point at which the system jumps
between the blue and red curves in Figure 3.7 depends on two main parameters: (1) the actual
values of the free energies and surface tensions in our CNT model (those values were chosen so
that the curves shown in Figure 3.7 qualitatively resemble the PMF and free energy curves
shown in Figures 3.3 and 3.6); and (2) the total volume and specific dimensions of our model
system. If our CNT model system is chosen to be approximately cubic, the jump between the
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blue and red curves in Figure 3.7 will happen farther to the left (i.e., at smaller values of volume
of liquid). However, if the system is elongated rather than cubic, the jump will take place at
larger values of volume of liquid, because the crystal nucleus does not need to grow too much in
one of the directions before it is able to touch its periodic images. Our [dmim+][Cl-] system with
1372 ion pairs forms a monoclinic crystal with characteristic dimensions of about 6.5 nm × 5.3
nm × 7.5 nm. Using a box with the same shape, with the parameters chosen for the CNT model,
the jump would happen at a liquid volume of about 0.0035 (dotted line in Figure 3.7), which is
just slightly to the left of the maximum of the blue curve.
This simple model suggests that, for this particular system, as we move from right to left
in Figure 3.7 we would first see a maximum in the blue curve (i.e., the crystal forming a critical
nucleus in the supercooled liquid phase). The system continues to follow the blue curve and goes
through a few states where the free energy only has a slight variation (see also the few states
immediately at the left of the shoulder in Figures 3.3 and 3.6), but then the free energy increases
sharply as the crystal nucleus is able to touch its periodic images (and now we have a liquid
nucleus within a solid phase; this point lays in the red curve). As the volume of liquid keeps
diminishing, the free energy decreases continuously until the whole system crystalizes. We argue
that in a bigger simulation box the shoulder would not be present, as in this case the crystal
nucleus can grow bigger before it can touch its periodic images. In such a situation, the
maximum in the blue curve in Figure 3.7 would be closer to the point where the two curves
intersect (and therefore a much smaller change in free energy between the blue and red curves
would occur in this case). This situation is probably representative of what was observed for the
homogeneous nucleation of benzene,242 where the simulation box was more similar to a cube
than the one used for [dmim+][Cl-] (in addition the molecular interactions and properties such as
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the surface tension are significantly different). Under this argument, the maximum in the blue
curve (which would correspond to the configuration depicted in Figures. 3.4d, C2d and C3d in
Appendix, located at the shoulder of the PMF and free energy curves of Figures. 3.3 and 3.6) is
more representative of the critical nucleus formed during homogeneous nucleation, rather than
the configuration located at the top of the free energy barrier (that depicted in Figures 3.4c, C2c
and C3c in Appendix).
From the free energy curve of Figure 3.6, the free energy differences between the
supercooled liquid and the configurations at the shoulder and at the peak of this curve are about
60 and 70 kcal/mol respectively; based on our interpretation, the first of these two quantities is a
more accurate estimate of the free energy barrier for homogeneous nucleation of crystals of
[dmim+][Cl-] at 1 bar and 340 K (a supercooling of about 58 K).
3.4.4 Comparing the PMF results with that for a larger system
In order to test whether the interpretation of the results described in the section above is
correct, we ran SMCV simulations for a larger system containing 2268 ion pairs in Chapter 4
(forming a monoclinic crystal with characteristic dimensions 8.3 nm × 5.3 nm × 9.7 nm). The
PMF results for such a system are presented in Figure 3.8, and are directly compared against
those previously shown in Figure 3.3 (obtained for the system with 1372 ion pairs, which forms a
crystal of dimensions 6.5 nm × 5.3 nm × 7.5 nm). The total number of OPs changes as we vary
the size of our systems, and thus the arclength varies between the two systems considered
(remember the arclength represents the distance along the path, if we keep the same distance in
OP space between replicas). Therefore, the results shown in Figure 3.8 are renormalized using a
parameter α, equal to the ratio of the arclength to the maximum arclength found for the systems
with 2268 and 1372 ion pairs.
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Figure 3.8 Comparison of SMCV results for the PMF associated with the MFEP for
homogeneous nucleation of a crystal phase of [dmim+][Cl-] from its supercooled liquid phase at
340 K and 1 bar. The blue and red curves correspond to results obtained for systems containing
2268 and 1372 ion pairs. The results are renormalized using a parameter α, equal to the ratio of
the arclength to the maximum arclength found for each system. The dashed line is used to
emphasize that the location of the PMF peak in the larger system is approximately the same as
the location of the shoulder in the smaller system. Simulation snapshots of states labeled in the
blue curve are depicted in Figures 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 in Chapter 4.
We first note that important differences are observed in the PMF curves for both systems.
The PMF difference between the configuration at the peak and that in the liquid state is about
164 kcal/mol for the system with 2268 ion pairs; this PMF difference is about 126 kcal/mol for
the smaller system. This discrepancy is due to accumulation of integration error as we change the
system size (recall the PMF is the line integral of the restraint force along the path in the
multidimensional OP space). Interestingly, the PMF curve for the larger system does not exhibit
the shoulder observed in the curve for the smaller system. Furthermore, the location of the PMF
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peak in the larger system is approximately the same as the location of the shoulder in the smaller
system (dashed line in Figure 3.8). Side views of representative simulation snapshots of several
relevant states along the MFEP obtained for the system with 2268 ion pairs are shown in Figures
4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 (Chapter 4). The critical nucleus size observed for the larger system (Figures
4.4d, 4.5d and 4.6d in Chapter 4) is very similar to the crystallite dimensions noted for the
configuration at the shoulder of the PMF and free energy results of the system with 1372 ion
pairs (Figures 3.4d, C2d and C3d in Appendix). Overall, our SMCV results for the system with
2268 ion pairs strongly support our interpretation and analysis (§4.3.3) of the results obtained for
our system with 1372 ion pairs, i.e., that the configuration located at the shoulder of the PMF and
free energy curves for such a system (depicted in Figures 3.4d, C2d and C3d in Appendix) is
representative of the critical nucleus formed during the homogeneous nucleation process.
3.4.5 Using Markovian milestoning with Voronoi tessellations to compute mean first
passage times (MFPTs) involved in the homogeneous nucleation process
8.0
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Figure 3.9 Mean first passage times (MFPTs) from the milestone Bi+1 ∩ Bi for i = 53, 52, … 40
to the milestones at the shoulder of the free energy curve, B39 ∩ B38. These systems contain 1372
ion pairs.
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The MFPTs involved in the homogeneous nucleation process were estimated using
Markovian milestoning with Voronoi tessellations. To compute the MFPTs involved in the
homogeneous nucleation process, we set the configurations to the left of the shoulder of the free
energy (Figure 3.6) as the target configurations. The results and discussion presented in §3.4.3
and §3.4.4 give us confidence that the rate calculated using the shoulder configuration as the
target milestone is physically meaningful for our system with 1372 ion pairs. We then estimated
the time needed for each of the replicas to reach this state (defined as those configurations in
Voronoi cells 38 and 39). The MFPTs from Voronoi cell (milestone) Bi+1 ∩ Bi (where i = 53,
52, … 39) to the milestone B39 ∩ B38 are shown in Figure 3.9. Here the rate matrix can be
determined from all statistical data gathered during these simulations (i.e., considering all fluxes
between adjacent and nonadjacent images), or by considering only fluxes between adjacent
milestones (for a detailed discussion, see Appendix B in the study of Ovchinnikov et al.229) The
results shown in Figure 3.9 were determined by considering only fluxes between adjacent cells
(fluxes between non-adjacent cells represent about 10% of the total number of fluxes). We
repeated our calculations considering all fluxes, and found that the maximum difference in
MFPTs is only of about 6%; these results suggest that the contribution of non-adjacent
isocommittor surfaces229 to the kinetics of the nucleation process can be ignored. The MFPTs
presented in Figure 3.9 show that the MFPTs to the configurations at the shoulder of the free
energy curve of Figure 3.9 are approximately constant for milestones Bi+1 ∩ Bi with i = 53,
52, …, 41. The results shown in Figure 3.9 can give information about the nucleation rate (i.e.,
the process where the critical nucleus is formed within a supercooled liquid phase). Nucleation
rates are typically reported with units of [cm-3 s-1];204, 210 however, in Figure 3.9, the MFPTs have
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units of [s]. Therefore, we took the data reported in Figure 3.9, multiplied it by the volume of our
simulation box and took the inverse of all the resulting data. After doing those calculations, a
simulated nucleation rate of 5.0 × 1010 [cm-3 s-1] was obtained for our system, which is at a
supercooling of 58 K. To the best of our knowledge, no experimental data has been reported for
the homogeneous nucleation rate of crystals of [dmim+][Cl-]. However, our computed nucleation
rate is in reasonable agreement with experimental and simulation rates for homogeneous
nucleation of ice at a supercooling of about 40 K, which are on the order of 1010 [cm-3 s-1].204, 259260

3.5 Conclusions
Molecular simulation and calculations based on classical nucleation theory (CNT) were
used to study the homogeneous nucleation of crystals of a typical ionic liquid (IL), [dmim+][Cl-],
from its supercooled liquid phase in the bulk (P = 1 bar, T = 340 K; a supercooling of 58 K).
Our simulations provided insights about the free energy barrier, the size of the critical nucleus
and the rate of nucleation. The string method in collective variables (SMCV)229-230 was first used
to make a string of replicas of the IL relax in the direction of the negative gradient of the free
energy, in order to sketch a minimum free energy path (MFEP) connecting the supercooled
liquid and the monoclinic crystal phase. The converged string of states from the SMCV was then
used as input to a series of MD simulations using Markovian milestoning with Voronoi
tessellations.229,

231-233

This method yields the free energy and the mean first passage times

(MFPTs) involved in the homogeneous nucleation process. These methods were combined with
the order parameters (OPs) for molecular crystals developed by Santiso and Trout,241 which
allowed us to measure local order in nm-sized regions and distinguish between crystal-like and
amorphous (liquid-like) groups of ions. Our molecular simulation results were rationalized using
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CNT-based calculations, which helped us in discussing the physical significance of the
configurations located along the MFEP determined for the homogeneous nucleation process;
SMCV simulations using a larger system corroborate our interpretations. Our results indicate that,
at a supercooling of 58 K, the subcooled liquid has to overcome a free energy barrier of 60
kcal/mol before it reaches the thermodynamically stable crystal phase. We find that during the
homogeneous nucleation process, the system forms a critical nucleus with a size of about 3.6 nm.
A simulated homogeneous nucleation rate of 5.0 × 1010 [cm-3 s-1] was obtained for our system at
58 K of supercooling, which is in reasonable agreement with experimental and simulation rates
for homogeneous nucleation of ice at a supercooling of 40 K.204, 259-260 This study represents our
first step in a series of studies aimed at understanding the nucleation and growth of crystals of
organic salts near surfaces and inside nanopores.
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Chapter 4 Homogeneous Nucleation of [dmim+][Cl-] from its Supercooled
Liquid Phase: A Molecular Simulation study‡
4.1 Introduction
Room-temperature ionic liquids (ILs) have attracted significant attention as designer
solvents, electrolytes, and other applications mostly involving liquid phases of the ILs. Very
recently, Warner et al.45-49,

64, 173

developed IL-based nanomaterials (dubbed GUMBOS, for

Group of Uniform Materials Based on Organic Salts) where these compounds are in the solid
state. These IL-based materials hold enormous promise, as they have the highly tunable
properties of ILs1-2 and can be prepared via simple procedures,45-49, 64, 173 possibly impacting
fields as diverse as optoelectronics, photovoltaics, separations, analytical chemistry and
biomedicine. 1D-nanomaterials such as nanorods and nanowires were also synthesized64 by
introducing the ILs inside hard templates with cylindrical nanopores, e.g., multi-walled carbon
nanotubes and anodic alumina membranes; shape anisotropy can lead to further variations in
interesting properties of these nanomaterials (fluorescence, magnetic). On the other hand, ILs are
also immobilized in nanoporous solids (carbon nanotubes, silica, cellulose, polymers, etc.)
during the synthesis of ionogels.63 These hybrid materials have potential applications in lithium
batteries, fuel cells and solar cells, and in catalysis and biocatalysis, drug delivery and optical
sensing devices.63 A rational design of IL-based nanomaterials and ionogels requires a
fundamental understanding of the solidification, as well as the nucleation and growth of crystals
of ILs in contact with surfaces and inside nanopores.

‡

Contents of this chapter were published in the following article: He, X.; Shen, Y.; Hung, F. R.; Santiso,
E. E. Homogeneous nucleation of [dmim+][Cl-] from its supercooled liquid phase: A molecular simulation
study. Molecular modeling and simulation: Applications and perspectives (Proceedings of the FOMMS
2015 Conference) 2015 (submitted)
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As a starting point for our studies in this area, here we focus on modeling the
homogeneous nucleation of a simple IL, 1,3-dimethylimidazolium chloride, [dmim+][Cl-], from
its supercooled liquid phase in the bulk. This IL has been extensively studied in previous
simulation reports.26,

41, 224-228, 261-262

However, nucleation is an extremely challenging

problem.184-191 The initial stage of nucleation typically involve a few molecules or atoms, which
makes it difficult to design experiments to study nucleation at the molecular level. Molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations of nucleation are also very challenging, as nucleation is a rare event.
Previous studies of homogeneous nucleation of systems of particles (hard-sphere, Lennard-Jones,
etc.),67,

192-200

water,201-209 and other substances (e.g., NaCl, silicon, benzene, n-octane, urea,

copper, aluminum, etc.)210-220, 263 using rare event methods have provided important insights on
these phenomena in those systems. However, these methods might have limitations when
studying the nucleation of ILs, which can have very slow dynamics and therefore the transition
paths might take a prohibitively long time to commit to any of the stable states. Here we have
combined the string method in collective variables (SMCV)264 with Markovian Milestoning with
Voronoi tessellations,232,

265-266

to study the homogeneous nucleation of [dmim+][Cl-]. This

combination of methods has been used before to study conformational changes in
biomolecules,232,

237, 264, 267

In the SMCV, a string of replicas connecting the liquid with the

crystal phase evolves guided by the negative gradient of the free energy with respect to some
collective variables (or order parameters, OPs, characterizing the transition), until they converge
into a minimum free energy path (MFEP). This path represents the region where the transition
has the maximum probability to take place. This converged string is then used as input to our
second method, Markovian milestoning with Voronoi tessellations, which yields the free energy
along the path, as well as the mean first passage times (MFPTs) in the transition studied. In
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association with these methods we have used the OPs for molecular crystals recently developed
by Santiso and Trout.268 These OPs can distinguish between different crystal polymorphs and
liquid phases, and detect crystal ordering in nm-size regions.
We note here that we have used the same methods and OPs in previous studies of the
homogeneous nucleation of benzene242 and the same IL studied here, [dmim+][Cl-].269 In the
latter report we used a system consisting of 1372 ion pairs, and interpreted our results using
calculations based on classical nucleation theory, which also helped us address possible finitesize effects in this system. Our interpretations were corroborated by SMCV results obtained
using a larger system containing 2268 ion pairs.

269

Here in this paper we present a complete

account and discussion of our results obtained for this larger system, using both the SMCV and
Markovian milestoning with Voronoi tessellations, which completes the work we have presented
before.269 The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In the next section, we provide details of
our systems and methods (OPs used, SMCV and Markovian milestoning with Voronoi
tessellations). Section 4.3 contains our main results and discussion, and our main findings are
summarized in section 4.4.
4.2 Simulation details
4.2.1 Models
The monoclinic crystal structure of [dmim+][Cl-] was obtained from the Cambridge
Crystallographic Data Centre.243-244 The classical non-polarizable force field developed by Lopes
et al.84-88 was used to model the IL, mainly because it can reproduce the experimental crystal
structure of [dmim+][Cl-].84 Furthermore, the density of the liquid phase and the melting point as
determined from simulations using this model were found to be in good agreement with
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experimental values.145 Our system contained 2268 ion pairs, which can form a monoclinic
crystal of characteristic dimensions 8.3 nm × 5.3 nm × 9.7 nm. All MD simulations were
performed using a modified version of the NAMD software248 that included implementations of
the OPs, the SMCV and Markovian milestoning with Voronoi tessellations (see below) in C++
libraries. All the simulations were performed in the NPT ensemble with P = 1 bar and T = 340 K
(a supercooling of 58 K). A Langevin thermostat with a damping coefficient of 25 ps-1 was used
to control the temperature, and the Nosé-Hoover Langevin piston with a damping time of 50 fs
was used as the barostat. Periodic boundary conditions were applied in all directions. LennardJones and electrostatic interactions were cutoff at 10 Å and 12 Å; particle mesh Ewald (PME)249
was used to handle the latter type of interactions. Hydrogen bond lengths were constrained with
the LINCS algorithm, and a time step of 0.5 fs was used in our simulation runs.250 Additional
details of our model systems can be found elsewhere. 269
4.2.2 Order parameters (OPs)
The OPs developed by Santiso and Trout268 are extracted from a generalized pair
distribution function. All OPs used in this study were based on [dmim+]; no particular OPs were
defined for [Cl-]. In Figure 4.1 two ion pairs are shown, where the absolute orientation of each
cation is given by the vectors q1 and q2, which are normal to the imidazolium ring of each cation.
The distance OP provides quantification for the various center of mass (COM) distances between
the cations. The bond orientation OP measures the orientation of bonds joining the center-ofmass of the cations, while the relative orientation OP measures the orientation of one cation with
respect to another one.268-269 All the OPs are defined per cation and per peak in the pair
distribution function, which leads to an extremely large number of OPs. To reduce the total
number of OPs, we first sum over peaks in the pair distribution function, and then calculate local
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Figure 4..2 The numb
ber frequenccy of distancce, bond orieentation andd relative oriientation OP
Ps for
liquid an
nd solid IL, as
a obtained from
f
400 liqu
uid-like andd 400 crystal-like configuurations of the IL.
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mean force is the negative gradient of the free energy with respect to the OPs). The string
replicas then evolve guided by the mean force. The string can also be reparametrized by
interpolating more images, and by redistributing the replicas to prevent them from clustering
near the stable states. The steps described above are repeated until the potential mean force (PMF)
converges; here the PMF is the line integral of the restraint force along the path in the multidimensional OP space. Additional details about the SMCV and its implementation are presented
elsewhere.217, 264, 267, 269
4.2.4 Markovian milestoning with Voronoi tessellations
The MFEP computed from the SMCV is an n-dimensional function (where n is equal to
the 180 OPs), determined by effectively restraining 180 degrees of freedom as the replicas in the
SMCV evolve following the negative gradient of the free energy with respect to the OPs. The
MFEP thus only represents a single pathway in the transition tube. However, this tube can be
mapped into a single free energy curve as a function of a reaction coordinate, by using the
converged string from the SMCV as input to simulations using Markovian milestoning with
Voronoi tessellations.232,

265-267

This procedure can also yield information about the rate of

nucleation. In this method, we associate a cell in OP space to each replica from the converged
SMCV string, forming a tessellation in the OP space. By construction,232, 267 the edges of the
tessellations are approximate isocommittor surfaces, and thus are used as milestones in our
procedure. We then perform MD simulations where each replica is forced to remain within its
own cell by using soft walls (planar half-pseudoharmonic restraints).232 In these simulations we
monitor the number of collisions each trajectory does with the milestones (edges of the Voronoi
tessellation). At steady state, if Nn,m represents the number of collisions that the MD trajectory in
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cell Bn experiences with the boundary of cell Bm during the simulation time tn, the rate of escape
from tessellation cell Bn to cell Bm can be estimated as:
vn,m 

N n,m
tn

(4.1)

The probability πn of finding the system in cell Bn can then be calculated from the following
equations:
N
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nm
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The free energy curve Fn can be calculated as a function of cell n as follows:
Fn  k BT ln  n

(4.4)

In turn, the MFPTs can be also computed from the Voronoi milestoning procedure using the
following equations:
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Where tb,b* is the MFPT to milestone b* from other milestones in the system (where b ≠ b*). ka,b
is the rate of instantaneous transition from milestone a to milestone b; Na,bn is the total number of
transitions from milestone a to milestone b during the simulation confined to cell Bn, and tan is
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(a)
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3.6 nm

1.4

5.7

Figure 4.4 y-z side views of simulation snapshots of states labeled along the MFEP shown in
Figure 4.3. The cations (top row) are color-coded according to the value of their bond orientation
OPs (red = crystal-like, blue = liquid-like). The anions are shown on bottom row and are not
color-coded.
In Figure 4.4 we show y-z side views of representative simulation snapshots of several
relevant states along the MFEP mapped in Figure 4.3 (x-y views are shown in Figure 4.5 and x-z
views are shown in Figure 4.6). As we move left from the supercooled liquid (state e) at the right
of the PMF curve shown in Figure 4.3, the cations and anions start to rearrange (state d) until we
reach the top of the barrier (state c), where the ions form a critical nucleus exhibiting crystal-like
order. If we arbitrarily define the cations with OPs > 3.5 (Figure 4.2) as crystalline, we estimate
that the critical nucleus has a size of ~3.6 nm at this degree of supercooling. However, from our
SMCV and Voronoi milestoning simulations (see below) we observed that the size of this
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nucleus fluctuates between 3.0 and 4.0 nm. Moving further left (and now downhill) along the
MFEP mapped in Figure 4.3, the crystal-like region grows (state b) until the system crystallizes
completely (state a).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 4.5 Side views (x-y) of representative simulation snapshots of relevant states along the
MFEP shown in Figure 4.3. Cations are color-coded using the same criteria as in Figure 4.4.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 4.6 Side views (x-z) of representative simulation snapshots of relevant states along the
MFEP shown in Figure 4.3. Cations are color-coded using the same criteria as in Figure 4.4.
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ulations. Thee results show
wn in Figure 4.7 suggesst that the im
mages
mainly reemain within
n their own cells, althou
ugh they occcasionally w
wander into nneighboring cells
for a brieef period; th
his is a conssequence off using soft w
walls232 to m
maintain eacch MD trajeectory
within itss own cell. One
O importan
nt challengee is to properrly distributee the imagess along the M
MFEP,
in order to accumulaate good staatistics for th
he numericaal solution oof equations (4.1-4.6). A
At the
same tim
me, we striveed to not plaace too many
y images in MFEP regioons with higgh curvaturee; this
way, rep
plicas mostlly visit adjaacent cells when they leave theirr own cellss, and we aavoid
transition
ns between non-adjacen
nt cells as much
m
as poossible (as ddiscussed before,267 repplicas
visiting cells
c
of non
n-adjacent neeighbors can
n affect the accuracy inn the calculaations of thee free
energy an
nd the MFPT
Ts).

Figure 4.8
4 Free eneergy involved in the homogeneou
h
us nucleatioon of [dmim
m+][Cl-] from
m its
supercoo
oled liquid phase
p
at 340 K and 1 baar, as obtainned from thee milestoningg procedure. The
left and right
r
sides off the curve correspond
c
to
o crystal andd liquid statees.
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Figure 4..9 Mean firsst passage tim
mes (MFPTss) from the m
milestone Bi+1 ∩ Bi for i = 72, 71, … 52
to the milestones at th
he shoulder of the free energy
e
curvee, B52 ∩ B51.
In
n Figure 4.8 we show th
he free energ
gy along the MFEP as a function off the Voronooi cell
number, as determined from the Voronoi miilestoning sim
mulations. T
These resultss indicate thaat the
differencce in free en
nergy betweeen the crysstal and liquuid phases of [dmim+][Cl-] at 58 K of
supercoo
oling is abou
ut 50 kcal/m
mol, and th
he free enerrgy barrier between thee liquid andd the
configuraation at the top of the curve is abo
out 85 kcal//mol. Thesee free energyy differencees are
comparab
ble to those determineed for wateer204 and uurea218 in reecent simullation studiees of
homogen
neous nucleaation. The freee energy cu
urve (Figure 4.8) and thee PMF curvee (Figure 4.33) are
qualitativ
vely similar (the snapsh
hots of configurations obbtained from
m the Markoovian milestooning
simulatio
on proceduree look very similar
s
to th
hose obtainedd from the S
SMCV and sshown in Figures
4.4, 4.5, 4.6); howev
ver the differences in freee energies between rellevant states are smallerr than
the correesponding differences
d
in
n PMF. Thiis observati on is expeccted, as in tthe SMCV more
entropy is
i removed as we are effectively
e
restraining
r
1 80 degrees of freedom
m (replicas evvolve
guided by
b the negattive gradientt of free en
nergy in ordder parameteer space). Inn contrast, in the
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Markovian milestoning simulations less entropy is removed from the system, as by construction
a trajectory restrained to remain in its Voronoi cell is equal to the equivalent sections of a
conventional (unbiased) MD trajectory that is passing through the same cell.232
In Figure 4.9 we show the MFPTs to reach the configuration at the peak of the free
energy curve (Figure 4.8). Here we only considered fluxes between adjacent cells (fluxes
between non-adjacent cells represent about 13% of the total number of fluxes in our milestoning
simulations). If we consider all fluxes (i.e. between nearest and non-nearest neighboring images),
we determined that the difference in MFPTs with respect to those shown in Figure 4.9 is only of
about 8%. These results suggest that the contribution of non-adjacent isocommittor surfaces to
the kinetics of the nucleation process can be ignored (for a detailed discussion, see Appendix B
in the study of Ovchinnikov et al.267) The results shown in Figure 4.9 suggest that the MFPTs to
the configurations at the peak of the free energy curve of Figure 4.8 are approximately constant
for milestones Bi+1 ∩ Bi with i = 72, 71, …, 53. From the data shown in Figure 4.9, we calculated
a simulated nucleation rate of 6.6 × 1010 [cm-3 s-1] for our system, which is at a supercooling of
58 K. Unfortunately no experimental data is available for our system; however, our computed
rate is in reasonable agreement with experimental and simulation values for the homogeneous
nucleation of ice, which are on the order of 1010 [cm-3 s-1]204, 259-260 at a supercooling of about 40
K.
4.4 Conclusions
The homogeneous nucleation of the IL [dmim+][Cl-] from its bulk supercooled liquid
phase (58 K of supercooling) was studied using molecular simulation. The SMCV264,

267

combined with OPs268 for molecular crystals was used to have a string of replicas map a MFEP
connecting the supercooled liquid with the monoclinic crystal phase. The converged SMCV
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string was then used to initiate simulations using Markovian milestoning with Voronoi
tessellations.232, 267 These methods yield information about the free energy barrier, the size of the
critical nucleus and the rate of nucleation. Our results indicate that the supercooled IL at 340 K
has to overcome a free energy barrier of ~85 kcal/mol to form a critical nucleus of size ~3.4 nm.
A simulated homogeneous nucleation rate of 6.6 × 1010 [cm-3 s-1] was determined from our
calculations. The values of the free energy barrier and the rate of nucleation are in reasonable
agreement with experimental and simulation values obtained for the homogeneous nucleation of
water and urea. Current work in our group is focused on the study of nucleation of ILs near
surfaces and inside pores.
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Chapter 5 Molecular Simulation of Heterogeneous Nucleation of an Ionic
Liquid near a Graphitic Surface
5.1 Introduction
Ionic liquids (ILs) are organic salts having low melting temperatures, by convention
below 100 °C1,

270

. Due to their unique properties such as negligible vapor pressure, non-

volatility and thermal stability at high temperatures, ILs can be used as “green” solvents to
replace volatile organic solvents271-274.

Because of their high ionic conductivity and wide

electrochemical potential window, ILs can be used as electrolyte in lithium batteries, electric
double layer capacitors, dye-sensitized solar cells and fuel cells13-14,

113, 119, 274-276

. However,

many organic salts have melting points above 25 °C, and thus are solid at room temperature270.
Warner et al

45-49, 64, 172-176

recently synthesized solid-phase ionic organic materials, which are

termed GUMBOS (Group of Uniform Materials Based on Organic Salts). These organic salts
are essentially frozen ILs, having melting points between 25 °C and 250 °C. The properties of
GUMBOS (melting point, solubility, hydrophobicity, polarity thermal stability, toxicity and
viscosity) are highly tunable. For example, GUMBOS can be extremely hydrophobic or
hydrophilic by variation in the constituent ions. Another advantage is that the preparation of
GUMBOS is quite simple, sometimes requiring only requiring only a single-step ion-exchange
reaction45. Warner et al45-49, 64, 172-176 have demonstrated that GUMBOS have remarkable utility
in a wide range of wide range of fields, such as biomedicine, analytical chemistry,
optoelectronics, photovoltaics and separations.
The magnetic and optical properties of GUMBOS can be tuned by introducing shape
anisotropy. 1D fluorescent nano-GUMBOS (nanowires and nanotubes) have been fabricated by
confining the organic salts in porous templates such as track-etched polycarbonate or anodic
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aluminum oxide membranes with cylindrical pores64. The structure of the nano-GMUBOS is
limited by the size, shape and composition of the templating materials. Furthermore, ionogels are
presented as a new class of hybrid materials involving ILs62-63, 127-128, 177. Here the properties of
ILs are hybridized with another component, which can be organic (e.g. molecular weight gelator,
biopolymer), inorganic (e.g. carbon nanotubes, silica) or hybrid organic–inorganic (e.g. polymer
and inorganic fillers). Ionogels can enlarge the applications of ILs, which range from solid
electrolytes to drug delivery to catalysis63. Therefore, in order to rationally design these
nanomaterials, it is necessary to fundamentally understand the solidification of organic salts
inside nanomaterials.
In addition to the practical interest described above, a fundamental understanding of
nucleation that results from finite-size effects, varying dimensionality and surface forces is of
scientific interest. Molecules confined within narrow pores, with pore width of a few molecular
diameters, can exhibit a nucleation process and solid phases that are different from those
observed in the bulk73, 277. New phenomena include formation of new phases, layering, shift in
phase transition temperatures, etc. One of the challenges is to understand the physical
mechanism of solidification in confinement. Various experimental techniques have been used to
characterize the melting temperature and the solid structure of molecules confined inside
nanomaterials73, 277. However, it is complicated to gain a complete picture of solidification from
experiments alone. Some experimental issues include difficulties in distinguishing between fluid,
amorphous and partially crystalline phases inside the pores; limitations in resolution due to
factors such as very small amounts of material inside the nanopores; presence of long-lived
metastable states, and difficulties in distinguishing these from thermodynamically stable states.
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These difficulties are not present or can be overcome in computer simulations at the molecular
and atomic level.
Solidification involves first the formation of an activated, short-lived species termed the
critical nucleus; afterwards, this nucleus grows to form the crystal phase. Nucleation is an
extremely challenging problem184-191,

278-279

, mainly because nucleation only involves a few

molecules280 (making experimental studies difficult) and involves timescales beyond those
accessible through conventional molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. Rare events methods
such as transition path sampling217, 281-285, umbrella sampling286-289, forward flux sampling290-295,
string method296-298 have been used to study nucleation of different systems. In our previous
simulation, MD simulations were used to study the homogeneous nucleation of the IL 1,3dimethylimidazolium chloride, [dmim+][Cl-], from its supercooled liquid phase298. In that study
we used the string method in collective variables (SMCV)

230

and Markovian milestoning with

Voronoi milestoning231-233 to study the nucleation process. Suitable order parameters (OPs)217, 268
were selected as collective variables for the SMCV and Markovian milestoning procedures,
which can measure local crystalline order in nm-sized regions, as well as distinguish between
different crystal polymorphs and liquid phases. From these methods, we can get insights about
the mechanism, the free energy barrier, the size of critical nucleus and the rates involved in the
nucleation process of IL [dmim+][Cl-]. In this paper, we have used the above simulation methods
to study the heterogeneous nucleation of IL [dmim+][Cl-] near a carbon surface (a graphene
layer). This work is a further step in a series of studies aimed at understanding the nucleation and
nucleation and growth of crystal of organic salts near surfaces and inside nanoporous materials.
The rest of paper is structured as follows. In the next section, we provide details of our
models and computational methods (SMCV and Markovian milestoning with Voronoi
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tessellations), as well as the main aspects related to the construction of our OPs. Our main results
and discussion are shown in section 5.3. Firstly, a minimum free energy path (MFEP) connecting
the supercooled liquid and the crystal phase of IL is obtained using the SMCV. Then, Markovian
milestoning with Voronoi tessellations is used to calculate the free energy and rate of nucleation
process. The results of heterogeneous nucleation in this study are compared with the
homogeneous nucleation with the same box size and at the same temperature. In section 5.4, we
summarize our main findings.
5.2 Computational details
5.2.1 Systems
We start with the crystalline structure of the IL [dmim+][Cl-] from the Cambridge
Structural Database243, corresponding to the experimental study of Arduengo244. The IL has a
monoclinic crystalline structure with space group P21/n. The force field of the IL was all-atom
nonpolarizable force field developed by Lopes, Pádua et al84-88. This force field can satisfactorily
reproduce experimental values of density (differs in less than 1% from the experimental values
reported by Fannin et al245), crystalline lattice parameters and melting point.
We investigated the heterogeneous nucleation of IL [dmim+][Cl-] near a graphene disk,
and made direct comparisons with our results for homogeneous nucleation at the same degree of
supercooling. Our system contains 2268 ion pairs in contact with the disk-like graphene layer,
which has a diameter of 3 nm and was built using VMD299. Since this graphene disk can be
placed near multiple facets of the crystalline IL, and it would be extremely time consuming to
perform a detailed study of heterogeneous nucleation in each of these scenarios, we just studied
the situation where the graphene disk is placed on the [-1,0,1] plane of the crystal IL. We simply
placed the carbon disk on different planes of the crystalline IL, and rotate the graphene disk to
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different angles on that
t
plane, and
a determin
ned the totaal energy of the system in each of these
scenarioss. Our results suggest that placing
g the carboon disk on plane [-1,00,1] leads too the
configuraation with th
he smallest total
t
energy. Starting wiith the perfect crystal IL
L with its plaane [1,0,1] in contact with
h the graphene surface, we
w run a MD
D simulationn in the NPT
T ensemble aat 340
K for 2 ns to obtain
n the crystall structure at
a this tempeerature. Thee different vviews of the final
configuraation are sh
hown in Figu
ure 5.1. Thee snapshots suggest thaat some of tthe ions neaar the
carbon diisk adopt configurationss that are diffferent from tthe bulk crysstal structuree.

Figure 5.1 Representation simullation snapsh
hot of the IL
L [dmim+][C
Cl-] in contaact with grapphitic
surface with
w
a diam
meter 3 nm (gray). Lefft: y-z view
w; Right: x-zz view. Cattions, anionns are
depicted correspondiingly in bluee and red.
All
A MD simu
ulations weree performed using a moddified versioon of the NA
AMD softwaare248,
in which
h the OPs, the SMCV
V and Mark
kovian milestoning witth Voronoi tessellations are
implemen
nted in C++
+ libraries. Constant prressure and temperaturee (NPT) witth P =1 barr and
T=340 K (58 K low
wer than th
he melting point)
p
were performed for all MD
D simulationns. A
Langevin
n thermostatt with a dam
mping coefficcient of 25 pps-1 was useed to controll the temperaature,
and the Nosé-Hoover
N
r Langevin piston
p
with a damping tiime of 50 fs was employyed to controol the
pressure at 1 bar. A time
t
step of 0.5 fs was used
u
in our ssimulations. The cutoff oof Lennard-JJones
interactio
ons was set at 10 Å. The
T hydrogeen bond lenngths were cconstrained with the LIINCS
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algorithm250. Periodic boundary conditions were applied in all directions, and long range
electrostatics were handled by particle mesh Ewald (PME)249 with a cutoff of 12 Å.
5.2.2 Order parameters (OPs)
Selection of a set of OPs that are appropriate for describing nucleation is an essential
aspect of our study. Here we used the OPs developed by Santiso and Trout268 to distinguish the
liquid from the solid state and from the intermediate states. The OPs are obtained by building a
model for the generalized pair distribution function, and have been used successfully to study the
formation of α-glycine crystals in solution, the crystallization of benzene from the melt, the
polymorph transformation of terephthalic acid and crystalline order of aspirin molecules217, 241, 300.
There are three types of OPs (a) distance OPs, which are sensitive to ordering in center-of-mass
distances; (b) bond orientation OPs, which measure the orientation of a “bond” joining the
center-of-mass molecules; and (c) relative orientation OPs, which measure the orientation of one
molecule with respect to the second molecule. In our system, all OPs were built based on the
cations [dmim+]; no particular OPs were defined for the anions. In Figure 5.2, we plot the
number distribution of these three types of OPs for our systems in contact with a graphene disk.
The number distribution was obtained by averaging over 400 frames of MD simulations of both
solid and liquid cations in contact with the carbon disk. This MD simulation is run in the NPT
ensemble at 340 K for 2 ns. From Figure 5.2, it is clear that for all three types of OPs, the liquid
and solid states have peaks at different values, indicating any of these OPs can serve as a good
metric to detect crystalline order in nm-sized region. Comparing the distribution of OPs with that
obtained previously for the bulk system (same system size) at the same temperature (Fig. 4.2),
we found the OPs overlap more in the system with the graphene disk than in the bulk system.
This observation is caused mainly by the IL molecules near the carbon disk, which can have a
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structure different fro
om that of th
he bulk crysstal (Figure 55.1), which iin turn can ccause a reduuction
in the vallue of the OP
Ps. Addition
nal details aree presented iin our previoous study298.

Figure 5..2 OPs for liiquid and solid IL near carbon
c
surfaace. The num
mbers of mollecules of caations
are plotteed as a funcction of threee types of OPs:
O
distancce order (topp), bond orieentation (miiddle)
and relatiive orientation (bottom). These plotss are averageed over 400 frames of soolid and liquuid IL
near carb
bon surface.
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5.2.3 String method in collective variables
In the study of activated events by MD simulation the minimum free energy path (MFEP)
plays an important role, representing the reaction path of maximum likelihood in a given set of
collective variables. In the SMCV, the string connecting two stable basins is discretized into a
collection of representative “images”. The images are allowed to “relax” in the direction of the
negative gradient of the free energy. The final converged string corresponds to a MFEP between
two endpoints state. The SMCV230 involves several steps:
a) Generate an initial string connecting the crystal and liquid basins. The OPs described in the
last section corresponding to each image is calculated. In our system, we obtained the initial
string by collecting a number of intermediate states (31 replicas) on the trajectory of melting
the crystalline system (Figure 5.1) at 800 K.
b) Evolution step. Each image is moved along the string in the direction of the component of
perpendicular to the string. The target OPs for the next step are
estimated through this equation.
∆
Where
step,

∆

5.1

denotes the OPs of the n-th image for the current step, ∆t indicates the string time
is the metric tensor and

is the negative gradient of the free energy

with respect to the OPs (also called mean force).
image for the next step. The evaluation of the term

∆

indicates the target OPs of the n-th
and

is performed from

MD simulations for each replica, using an extended Hamiltonian coupled with harmonic
potentials (which keep the OPs of each replica close to their target value).
〈

∙

∙
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〉

〈

〉

5.2

〈
Where

〉

⊗

5.3

is the OPs of n-th image with a configuration r, k denotes the force constant matrix,
is the force from harmonic restraining potential, 〈 〉 indicates an ensemble average

over the restrained simulation, and ⊗ denotes the outer (Kronecker) product.
In our system, short MD simulations (0.2 ns) in the NPT ensemble using this extended
Hamiltonian are then run for each image. We choose the force constant k large enough so each
image

. After each step, the restraint force along the

remains close to its target OPs

path in the multi-dimensional OP space is integrated to get the potential of mean force (PMF).
c) Parameterization step. The images in the string are then reparameterized to ensure the
neighboring images are kept at approximately constant arc-length distance in OP space. This
procedure is to prevent the images from eventually collapsing onto the free energy minima.
The interpolating is done using b-splines301, which makes the interpolating curve smooth and
greatly improves convergence.
d) The steps described in steps b and c are repeated until the string converges. There are two
ways to monitor the convergence. One is by the Fréchet distance252-253 between the PMF
profiles. The other way is by comparing the OPs of

∆

and

; convergence is

reached when these OPs are very close and do not change appreciably between successive
iterations. Convergence was assumed when the Fréchet distance between two successive
PMF profiles reaches a value <0.10
In the SMCV, each image is evolved independently and has no communication with the
other images, which makes the method trivially parallelizable. Another advantage is two
endpoints of the string can evolve freely towards minima of the free energy. Therefore, we don’t
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need to know the location of the minima at the beginning of the simulation. Additional details
can be found elsewhere230, 298.
5.2.4 Markovian milestoning in Voronoi tessellations
Nucleation processes can have relevant time scales spanning many orders of magnitude,
making it inaccessible by brute-force MD simulations. In Markovian milestoning, the MD
trajectory of nucleation (e.g., approximately mapped from SMCV simulations) is split up into
much shorter sub-trajectories between a set of hypersurfaces, also called milestones. Each subtrajectory is restricted using half-well restraining potentials232 (soft wall restraints) to keep it
inside its Voronoi cell. The restraining potential is equal to zero in the interior of the cells, and
acts as a penalty function towards the cell boundary when the trajectory crosses the milestones.
Therefore, the equilibrium distribution inside the cell is the same as that of an unbiased
simulation. The dynamics of the system is reduced to that of a discrete state continuous-time
Markovian chain in the state space of the milestones indices. From these sub-trajectories, we can
estimate the actual free energy profile along the nucleation path and the nucleation rate. This
procedure involves two steps:
a) Redistribute the images. The converged string from the SMCV is the input for the Markovian
milestoning with Voronoi tessellations. Before doing this, we should carefully distribute the
images on the string. High image density in regions of higher curvature can cause the trajectories
collide with boundaries that correspond to their non-adjacent cells, which affects accuracy of the
results267. Low image density can cause the computation to be unable to collect enough
statistically relevant data. Therefore, in order to enable sufficient collisions with their
neighboring cells, the images in regions where the free energy gradient is larger should have
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higher density. In our system, the 31 images on the converged string are redistributed to 75
images by interpolating additional replicas.
b) Definition of the milestones. We take the redistributed images on the string, define a partition
in OP space and associate a Voronoi cell in OP space to each image. The milestones are defined
as the edges of the Voronoi tessellations in OPs space.
c) Sampling. Each image on the string is associated with a Voronoi cell. MD simulations are then
run for each replica, where the OPs of each image are confined to remain within its own Voronoi
cells by soft wall restraints. The dynamical properties of the replicas are unperturbed when they
are in the interior of their own cells. When a given trajectory crosses over its milestones, the soft
wall restraint potential will bring it back to its Voronoi cell.
From the trajectory in each Voronoi cell, we record these quantities80,82-84.
tn : the simulation time in cell Bn
Nn,m: the number of collisions the replica in cell Bn makes with the boundary of cell Bm during the
simulation time tn.
Na,bn : the total number of transitions from milestone a to milestone b during the simulation
confined to cell Bn
tan : total time during which a was the most recent milestone visited by the system.
From these statistical data, we can calculate the rate kn,m of escape from cell Bn to cell Bm.

,

,
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5.4

At statistical steady state, the net probability flux in and out of each Voronoi cell should be zero.
Therefore, the equilibrium probability πn can be estimated through the following equations:

,

.

1

5.5

5.6

From the probabilities πn, we can compute the free energy Fn for the nucleation process.
ln

5.7

ka,b, the rate of escape from Voronoi cell Ba to cell Bb conditional on the system being in
Ba, can be calculated from equations 5.8-5.10. Na,b and Ra denote the average properties extracted
from simulations confined to the Voronoi cell Ba, weighted by the equilibrium probability πa of
finding the system in cell Ba.
,

,

,

,

5.8

⁄

5.9

⁄

5.10

The rate ka,b for every Voronoi cell defines a rate matrix, which represents the complete
dynamics of the Markovian process. The rate matrix can be used to compute many important
quantities. For example, the mean first passage time (MFPTs) tb,b* from any milestone to a given
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milestonee b* can be computed
c
by
y solving thee linear systeem of equatioons (5.11). IIn our system
m, we
use the milestone
m
adjjacent to the Voronoi cell corresponnding to the ppeak of free energy proffile as
the refereence milesto
one b*. In paarticular, the rate matrix for our systeem is ill connditioned beccause
the rate matrix
m
variess over at leasst 6 orders of
o magnitudee. This probllem is overcome by usinng the
arbitrary precision floating-pointt library imp
plemented inn the Sage sooftware254 to solve the syystem
of equations. Additio
onal details can
c be found
d elsewhere2331-233, 298.
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5.3 Resu
ult and discu
ussion
5.3.1 Desscription off MFEP from
m SMCV

Figure 5..3 The PMF associated with
w the MF
FEP for heterrogeneous nnucleation off IL [dmim+][Cl-]
from its supercooled
d liquid phaase at 340 K and 1 barr. The left aand right sides of the ccurve
correspon
nd to crystall and liquid states. Simu
ulation snapsshots of stattes labeled hhere are show
wn in
Figure 5..4.
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In Figure 5.3, we show the PMF as a function of the arc-length for the last three steps of
the SMCV, for [dmim+][Cl-] nucleating near a graphene disk. Here the PMF is the line integral
of the restraint force along the string and the arc-length represent the distance between bond
orientation OPs. The PMF profiles almost do not change over the last three steps of the SMCV,
suggesting that the string has converged. Figure 5.3 indicates that the difference between the
crystal phase and the super-cooled liquid phase is about 346 kcal/mol at a superstation of 58 K;
the PMF barrier between the supercooled liquid and the state at the top of the PMF profile is
about 54 kcal/mol. For homogeneous nucleation of the same IL, same system size and same
supercooling temperature, we obtained a difference of about 141 kcal/mol between the crystal
and the liquid, and a PMF barrier of about 163 kcal/mol. The PMF barrier is about three times
smaller when the IL is in contact with a graphene disk.
As explained in section 5.2.3, the converged string from SMCV illustrates the MFEP
connecting the liquid and solid state. In Figure 5.4, several snapshots of the relevant states along
the MFEP are shown. The cations are colored based on the value of their bond orientation OPs in
the cell containing the molecules, where those colored in red have lower bond orientation OPs
(liquid-like) and those colored in blue have higher bond orientation OPs (crystal-like). The
super-cooled liquid is depicted in Figure 5.4e. The liquid phase is metastable and in order to
transitionto another phase it needs to pass over a free energy barrier. In homogenous nucleation,
the transformation is usually induced by the supersaturation temperature. In heterogeneous
nucleation, the transition can be induced by the presence of solid material that has nucleationinducing properties. As we move from left to right along the PMF in Figure 5.3, first the cations
rearrange to form a small size of nucleus with ordered structure (Figure 5.4d). This nucleus is not
stable and very easy to dissolve back to liquid rather than grow. Then the ordered region of
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cations and
a anions grows slightly
y and becom
me more orgganized (Figuure 5.4c), w
which correspponds
to the peaak of PMF profile
p
in Fig
gure 5.3. Fro
om Figure 5. 4c to 5.4a, thhe critical nuucleus grow
ws and
the PMF
F decreases until the system reacches the thermodynam
mically stablee crystal. IIf we
arbitrarily
y define thee cations wiith OPs > 3.5
3 (Figure 55.2) as crysstalline, we estimate thaat the
critical nucleus
n
has a size of ~3.0
0 nm at this degree of suuper-cooling. This size iss smaller thaan the
one observed in the critical
c
nucleeus upon hom
mogeneous nnucleation (~
~3.6 nm).

Figure 5.4 y-z side views
v
of sim
mulation snaapshots of sttates labeledd along the MFEP show
wn in
oded accordiing to the vaalue of their bond orienttation
Figure 3.. The cations (top row) are color-co
OPs (red
d = crystal-liike, blue = liquid-like). The anionss are shownn on bottom row and arre not
color-cod
ded. The carbon disk can
n be observeed at the righht side in eacch snapshot.
As
A the presen
nce of the grraphene disk
k seems to innduce changees in the struucture of thee ions
close to it,
i we focus our attention
n on those io
ons within a ‘cylinder’ ccapped by thhe carbon suurface
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(see Figure 5.5). The cations are colored using the same scheme as in Figure 5.4. Three
significant results can be gleaned from this figure.
a) The critical nucleus forms near the graphite surface, with a few pre-melted or disordered
layers of ions between the nucleus and the carbon disk (Figure 5.4c). We want to highlight that
the critical nucleus forms near the graphene surface; it is not in direct contact with the carbon
disk, but it is not far away from the surface either. This observation suggests the graphene
surface can facilitate the formations of the critical nucleus.
b) Layers of disordered cations near the graphene surface are observed in all snapshots, including
the crystal (Fig. 5.5a) and liquid (Fig. 5.5e) phases. Notice that the two endpoints of the string
can evolve freely to the nearest minimum of free energy during the SMCV simulations. So, the
two endpoints on the converged string are not affected by the initial string. In Figure 5.6, we
present the number density profiles for the liquid and solid IL along the dashed line in Figure 5.5
(in the direction perpendicular to the graphitic surface). The density profiles shown in Figure 5.6
exhibit significant layer effects for both states, with local maxima near the surface. Comparing
the density profiles, the crystal IL exhibit more pronounced layering effects than the liquid IL
since crystal IL has ordered structure. Layering effects for the liquid IL have been previously
reported for ILs in confinement23, 29, 41, 302. Overloop and Gervan74 studied the freezing of water
in porous silica, and they suggest that the confined solid phase, up to three molecular layers
adjacent to the pore wall, has a structure that is different from the bulk crystal phase and from
that of the free liquid.
c) The cations near the graphitic surface have the orientation with their imidazolium rings lie
parallel to the graphitic surface. In Figure 5.7, we present snapshots of the cations in the cylinder
near the graphene surface. The cations are now colored according to their value of cos(ϴ),
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where ϴ is the angle formed beetween a vecctor normal to the imiddazolium rinng and the vvector
normal to the graph
hitic surface.. From Figu
ure 5.7, we can observee that the caations in thee two
djacent to thee graphitic surface
s
(Figu
ure 5.6) havee orientationns that are diifferent from
m that
layers ad
of the caations far aw
way from th
he graphitic surface, botth in the cryystal phase and in the lliquid
phase. Th
he cations near
n
the carb
bon surface tend
t
to alignn with their iimidazolium
m rings paralllel to
the graph
hene disk. For
F the crysttal phase, th
he cations faar away from
m the graphhitic surface have
their imid
dazolium rin
ngs tilted wiith respect to
o the graphittic surface, w
with the anggle ϴ between 0°
and 44°. In the liquiid phase, thee cations farr away from
m the graphitiic surface arre disorderedd and
do not haave any orien
ntation prefeerence.

Figure 5..5 y-z side viiews of moleecules in a cylinder.
c
Onn the right of the cylindeer it is the caarbon
disk. Thee cations (top row) are color-coded
c
according too the value oof their bondd orientationn OPs
(red = cry
ystal-like, bllue = liquid--like).
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Figure 5..6 Number density
d
profille for the IL in the cylindder along thee dashed line in Figure 55.5.

Figure 5.7 Snapshots of cations in the cylin
nder near thhe graphitic surface. Lefft: crystal; R
Right:
T cations are
a colored according to
o the value of cos(ϴ), w
where ϴ reppresent the angle
liquid. The
formed between
b
a diirection vecttor normal to
o the imidazzolium ring and the vector normal tto the
graphitic surface.
5.3.2 Freee energy pa
ath and nuccleation ratee from Mark
kovian mileestoning witth Voronoi
tessellatiions
In
n our simulaations using Markovian
M
milestoning
m
with Voronoi tessellatioons, the MFE
EP as
mapped from
f
the SM
MCV runs (31 replicas) was
w expandeed to a total oof 75 imagess by interpollating
additionaal replicas. A Voronoi ceell was assocciated to eacch image, whhere the edgees of the Vooronoi
cells are identified ass milestones. In order to visualize thhe OPs for eaach image, w
we used prinncipal
componeent analysis (PCA)
(
to red
duce the dim
mensions of tthe OPs from
m 180 to 2.
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Figure 5..8 Voronoi tessellation
t
of
o the MFEP
P in the first two princippal components PC1 andd PC2
in OP space.
s
The black dots represent the
t
initial configuratioons used inn the Markoovian
milestoniing simulattions; these 75 initial configuratiions were obtained frrom the SM
MCV
simulatio
ons as well as by interrpolating ad
dditional repplicas. The ddifferent collors show a few
snapshots of the OP
Ps, as obtaiined from the
t simulatioons using M
Markovian m
milestoning with
n
Voronoi tessellationss. Na,b
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In Figure 5.8, we show the projections of MFEP onto the space of the first two principal
components corresponding to the largest variance along the entire path. The first two principal
components contain over 98% of the variance. Specifically, the first component PC1 contains
over 96% of the overall variance of the OPs. The second principal component (PC2) contains
over 2% of the overall variance. MD simulations are performed for each image, in which soft
wall restraints are used to confine each trajectory in its own Voronoi cell. In Figure 5.8, we also
show the projections of the OPs for several snapshots of these trajectories, in which different
colors represent different trajectories. Figure 5.8 suggests that the trajectories spend most of the
simulation time in their own Voronoi cells; they can also occasionally escape from their own
Voronoi cell and go to neighboring cells. This is the result of the soft walls restraints. Another
observation is the MFEP lies approximately in the center of the transition tube obtained by the
trajectory of each cell, which indicates the string evolves slowly around the MFEP. The
snapshots of the final configurations from the Markovian milestoning procedure are very similar
to those shown in Fig. 5.4 (converged string from the SMCV).
From the data tn, Nn,m , Na,bn and tan (explained in Section 5.2.4) obtained from Markovian
milestoning, we can calculate the free energy along a coordinate parameterizing the transition
using equations (5.4)-(5.7), as well as the MFPTs from equations (5.8)-(5.11). In Figure 5.9, the
free energy for the heterogeneous nucleation process is shown as a function of the Voronoi cell
index. From Figure 5.9, we found the free energy difference between the supercooled liquid and
the configuration at the maximum of the curve is about 49 kcal/mol, and the difference in free
energy between the crystal and liquid [dmim+][Cl-] is about 165 kcal/mol. The overall shape of
this curve is very similar to that of the PMF (Fig. 5.3), but the free energy differences are
significantly smaller. As discussed by Ovchinnikov et al267., the PMF computed from SMCV is
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different from the freee energy computed from
m Markoviann milestoninng. In the SM
MCV, the striing is
restricted
d to evolve in
i the directiion of the neegative graddient of the ffree energy in its OPs sspace,
which in
ncludes restrraining 180 degrees of freedom. Inn the Markovvian milestooning simulaation,
less entro
opy is removed becausee each trajecctory can evvolve in its oown Voronooi cell. In annother
word, thee PMF is thee integral of the restraintt force alongg a single patth (the MFEP), while thee free
energy profile
p
is thee integral off many path
hs (describedd by the traansition tubees in Figure 5.8).
Therefore, the free en
nergy profilee is a more accurate
a
reprresentation oof the free ennergy involvved in
ucleation pro
ocess than th
he PMF (Figg. 5.3). Compparing the frree energy prrofile
the heterogeneous nu
mogeneous nucleation at
a the samee temperaturre and samee system sizze (Fig. 4.8)), we
from hom
found th
he free energy barrier for
f the heteerogeneous iis much sm
maller (for thhe homogenneous
nucleatio
on, the free energy
e
barrieer is 85 kcall/mol). Thesse observatioons suggest tthat the grapphene
surface can
c promote the nucleatiion of IL, with
w the criticcal nucleus fforming neaar the carbonn disk
surface, rather
r
than at
a the grapheeme surface or
o far away ffrom it (Figss. 5.4 and 5.55).

Figure 5..9 Free energ
gy associated with the heterogeneou
h
us nucleationn of a crystaal of [dmim+][Cl-]
from its supercooled
d liquid phasse at 340 K and 1 bar, as obtainedd from the ssimulations uusing
ning with Voronoi
V
tesssellations. T
The left annd right siddes of the ccurve
Markoviaan mileston
correspon
nd to crystall and liquid states.
s
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Figure 5.10 Mean first passage time from each
e
milestoone on the liiquid side of the free ennergy
profile to
o the milesto
one correspon
nding to the peak of the free energy profile in Fiigure 5.9.
In
n Figure 5.10, we show
w the MFPTss from each milestone oon the liquidd side of thee free
energy profile to the milestone at
a the peak of
o the free ennergy profilee. Here we oonly consideer the
transition
ns between adjacent
a
cells. As discussed by Ovchhinnikov et aal267., the traansitions bettween
non-adjacent Vorono
oi cells can affect
a
the acccuracy of thhe computatiion. Therefoore the imagges on
the converged string
g from the SM
MCV are caarefully distrributed to avvoid large ddensity images on
ons of high curvature
c
of the MFEP (Fig.
(
5.8). Inn our simulaation, the traansitions bettween
the regio
non-adjacent cells on
nly representt about 14 % of the totall number of oof transitionns. If we connsider
the transiitions between adjacent cells and non-adjacent ccells, the MF
FPTs are veryy similar to those
reported in Figure 5..10 (the max
ximum differrence is onlyy about 8 %
%). This obseervation indiicates
that the contribution
n of non-adjjacent isoco
ommittor surrfaces to thhe kinetics oof the nucleeation
process can
c be ignoreed. Figure 5.10 indicatess that the chaaracteristic ttime for the ttransformatiion to
the critical nucleus iss 5.1×106 s. By
B taking ou
ur data, multtiplied it by the volume of our simullation
box and took the inv
verse of all the
t resulting
g data, finallly we get a nucleation rrate of 4.75×
×1011
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cm-3 s-1. The nucleation rate for the heterogeneous nucleation is one order of magnitude larger
than the one determined for the homogeneous nucleation of the same system at the same
temperature (6.6 × 1010 cm-3 s-1).
5.4 Conclusions
We studied the heterogeneous nucleation of an IL [dmim+][Cl-] from supercooled liquid
phase in contact with a graphene disk of diameter 3 nm and a supercooling of 58 K, using
molecular dynamics simulations. First, the string method in collective variables (SMCV) was
used to map a minimum free energy path (MFEP) connecting the liquid and the crystal basins, by
evolvingg a set of replicas of the system guided by the negative gradient of the free energy in the
order parameter (OP) space. Then, the Markovian milestoning with Voronoi tessellations method
was used to obtain accurate estimates of the free energy and rates involved in the nucleation
process, by matching together information obtained from multiple simulations where each
trajectory is confined to remain within its own Voronoi cell in OP space, using soft wall
restraints. In these methods, OPs are used to measure local structure and distinguish between the
crystal, liquid and intermediate states. Our approach has the advantage of not requiring the
system follow the time evolution of the transition between liquid and solid states. From the
simulation, we can obtain some insights about the heterogeneous nucleation, such as the
nucleation mechanism, critical nucleus size, free energy barrier and nucleation rate.
Our results suggest the critical nucleus forms near the carbon surface and has a size on
the order of ~3.0 nm, which is smaller than the one observed for the homogeneous nucleation of
the same system at the same temperature (~3.6 nm). The overall crystal structure is slightly
different from the crystal observed in the bulk. The layers of ions next to the graphene surface lie
with their imidazolium rings parallel to the carbon disk, and thus exhibit a structure that is
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different from that of the crystal formed during the homogeneous nucleation process. When the
critical nucleus forms during the nucleation process, these few layers of ions also separate the
critical nucleus from the graphene disk. Our results also indicate that, at a super-cooling of 58 K,
the subcooled liquid in contact with the carbon surface has to overcome a free energy barrier of
~49 kcal/mol to reach the thermodynamically stable crystal phase. This free energy barrier is
much smaller than that found for the homogenous nucleation process (~85 kcal/mol), suggesting
that the graphene surface can promote the nucleation of the IL. The rate determined for the
heterogeneous nucleation process (~4.75×1011 [cm-3 s-1]) was one order of magnitude larger than
the one determined for homogeneous nucleation (6.6 × 1010 cm-3 s-1). This study is a further step
to a series of research aimed at understanding the nucleation and crystallization of organic salts
inside nanomaterials.
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Chapter 6 Summary and Future Work
6.1 Conclusions
We have conducted a series of molecular simulation studies aimed at understanding the
structure and dynamical properties of liquid phases of ionic liquids (ILs) confined inside
nanoporous carbons, as well as the homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation of crystal phases
of ILs. We first studied the properties of liquid phases of the ILs [dmim+][Cl-] and [emim+][NTf2]
when confined inside the ordered mesoporous carbon CMK-5303. The findings were compared
with similar results observed for the same ILs inside an isolated amorphous carbon nanopipe
(ACNP) (i.e., no IL adsorbed on the outer surface of the ACNP) and inside a model CMK-3
ordered mesoporous carbon of similar pore size. These carbon nanomaterials, CMK-3 and CMK5, consist of nanorods (CMK-3) or nanopipes (CMK-5) arranged in a hexagonal array and thus
exhibit regularly interconnected nanopores; the walls of the rods and pipes are made of
amorphous carbon. Systems of ILs inside ordered mesoporous carbons are relevant for
applications in electrochemical double-layer capacitors (EDLCs). Our results indicate that the
interactions between the ions and the pore walls significantly influence the structure and
dynamics of the ILs in these systems. In all these models, ions inside the pore form different
layers near the nanomaterials and their mobility is slower than that of the bulk ions. The ions far
away from the nanomaterials have properties similar to those of the bulk ions. We also found the
ILs in the outside of the ACNPs of CMK-5 exhibit faster dynamics than the ILs when they are in
CMK-3 material of the same pore size. By comparing different models, we found that the ions
prefer to stay closer to the carbon walls in CMK-5 due to the presence of ions inside and outside
the thin walls of the ACNPs. Another observation is that there are more ions confined inside the
ACNPs of CMK-5 (i.e., with IL also adsorbed inside the nanopipes) model than ions inside an
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isolated ACNP. ILs adsorbed outside of the ACNPs of CMK-5 have faster dynamics and remain
closer to the carbon surfaces when compared to the same ILs adsorbed in CMK-3 materials. The
trends are IL-specific: [dmim+][Cl-] have slower dynamics when they are inside an isolated
ACNP than the circumstance when they are inside the ACNPs of CMK-5; in contrast,
[emim+][NTf2-] move faster when they are inside an isolated ACNP than the situation when they
are inside the ACNPs of CMK-5.
In our second project298, the homogeneous nucleation of the ionic liquid [dmim+][Cl-]
from its supercooled liquid phase in the bulk was studied using molecular simulations. The string
method in collective variables (SMCV)264 was used to sketch a minimum free energy path
(MFEP) connecting the supercooled liquid and the crystal phases, from which we can estimate
the size of critical nucleus as well as the nucleation mechanism. The converged string from
SMCV was used as the input to the Markovian milestoning with Voronoi tessellations232. This
method yields the free energy profile and mean first passage times (MFPTs) along the nucleation
process. In the above two methods, the OPs developed by Santiso and Trout268 were used to
measure the local order in nm-sized regions and distinguish between crystal-like and amorphous
(liquid-like) groups of ions. Our results indicate that, at a supercooling of 58 K, the free energy
barrier for the supercooled liquid is about 85 kcal/mol and the critical nucleus size is about 3.6
nm. A simulated homogeneous nucleation rate of 6.6 × 1010 cm-3 s-1 was obtained for our system,
which agrees qualitatively with the homogeneous nucleation of ice at the similar degree of
supercooling in literature. Furthermore, in order to understand the physical significance of the
states along the MFEP, the finite size effects were discussed based on the classical nucleation
theory and the results from a bigger system. We found the relative size ratio of critical nucleus to
the total system size can influent the results of MFEP and the free energy profile along it.
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Finally, the SMCV and Markovian milestoning were also used to investigate the
heterogeneous nucleation of IL [dmim+][Cl-] at the same temperature. We determined that the
critical nucleus size is about 3 nm, which is smaller than that observed during a homogeneous
nucleation process at the same temperature. Another observation is that the cations in the two
molecular layers adjacent to the graphitic surface have a structure that is different from that in
the bulk liquid or solid during the nucleation process. Our results from the Markovian
milestoning in Voronoi tessellations indicate that the free energy barrier is about 49 kcal/mol
(lower than the one observed during homogeneous nucleation) and the nucleation rate is
4.75×1011 cm-3 s-1 (one order of magnitude larger than the one observed during homogeneous
nucleation). These results suggest that the graphitic surface can promote the nucleation of ILs.
Results from this study will be submitted for publication soon.
In all these projects, MD simulations have assisted us in understanding the properties of
ILs at the molecular level. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that homogeneous
and heterogeneous nucleation of systems as complex as ILs has been studied using molecular
simulations. In addition to adding to fundamental knowledge, our simulations can provide
molecular-level information that, when combined with relevant experiments, can lead to useful
insights for applications related to energy storage in EDLCs, and developing IL-based
nanomaterials.
6.2 Proposed work
A proposed research in this area could be studying the nucleation of ILs confined inside
nanoporous materials. Furthermore, we can focus on how nucleation of ILs in confinement is
affected by the pore shape, surface roughness, and the chemical heterogeneity. Many researchers
have reported that the new physics (such as shifting in the freezing temperature, new phases,
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inhomogeneous properties) can occur due to surface forces and reduced dimensionality77, 83, 277,
304

. For example, Hung et al304 used Monte Carlo simulation to study the freezing and melting of

Lennard-Jones carbon tetrachloride confined within multiwalled carbon nanotube of different
diameters. They found the frozen confined phase forms concentric layers rather than a 3D crystal.
Lepi et al83 performed MD simulation and found that the atomically flat carbon surfaces can
promote the heterogeneous nucleation of ice, while molecularly rough surfaces do not. Besides,
studying the nucleation of ILs confined inside nanomaterials will be directly related the synthesis
of GUMBOS.
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Appendix B Material Related to Chapter 2
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Figure B1 (a) Density map of the [dmim+] cations inside the model CMK-5 and CMK-3
materials (H = 1.8 nm). Areas with higher density of cations are depicted in darker shades of
grey. (b) Density profiles of [dmim+][Cl-] outside the carbon nanopipes of CMK-5 or the carbon
nanorods of CMK-3, along the shortest pore distance (indicated by the solid arrow in the CMK-3
density map, bottom of Figure B1a). (c) Density profile of [dmim+][Cl-] inside and outside the
ACNPs of CMK-5, where distance zero represents the center of the ACNP (indicated by the
dashed arrow in the CMK-5 density map, top of Figure B1a).
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Low Mobility

High Mobility

Figure B2 Representative simulation snapshots of [dmim+][Cl-] inside the CMK-3 (top) and
CMK-5 (bottom) model materials. The ions are colored according to their displacement over a
time of 10 ns. Carbon atoms in CMK-3 and CMK-5 are not shown.

Figure B3 Mass density profile in the radial direction for [dmim+][Cl-] inside an isolated ACNP.
The dotted line represents the cation and anion densities in a simulated bulk IL system.
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Fréchet distance (arbitrary units)

Appendiix C Materrial Relateed to Chap
pter 3

SM
MCV step

Figure C1
C Fréchet distance beetween PMF
F curves obbtained in ssuccessive S
SMCV stepss. To
acceleratte the converrgence of th
he SMCV method,
m
we rredistributedd the images manually bbefore
steps 7, 15
1 and 18, which
w
producced the suddeen increases in the Fréchhet distancess in those steeps.
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Figure C2 Side views (x-y) of rep
presentative simulation ssnapshots off relevant staates along the
MFEP mapped
m
in Fig
gure 3 (systeem with 1372
2 ion pairs). Cations aree color-codedd using the ssame
criteria as in Figure 3.4.
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Free energy (arbitrary units)

Figure C3
C Side view
ws (x-z) of representativ
r
ve simulationn snapshotss of relevantt states alonng the
MFEP mapped
m
in Fig
gure 3 (systeem with 137
72 ion pairs) . Cations aree color-codeed using the same
criteria as in Figure 3.4.
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Figure C4
C Classicall nucleation theory (CN
NT) calculattion of the free energyy of (a) a crrystal
nucleatin
ng within a liquid phasse, and (b) a liquid nuccleating witthin a solid phase. Thee free
energies are plotted as
a a function
n of the radiu
us of the cryystal or liquidd nucleus. T
The model syystem
is at a tem
mperature beelow its meltting point.
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